Chapter 2

Software Components
The reconstruction algorithms described in this Volume (detector chapters) as well as the
simulation tools used to study the performance of these algorithms have been implemented
in the object-oriented framework COBRA [26]. The collection of detector simulation and reconstruction code developed in this framework is known as ORCA [27], and with COBRA,
has served the simulation and design needs of the Collaboration since development began
in 1998, including studies reported in previous Technical Design Reports [7, 8].
In 2003 we completed a transition from a detector simulation based on GEANT 3 [28], a package known as CMSIM [29], to an object-oriented version based on GEANT 4 [30], a package
called OSCAR [31]. The simulated samples of LHC collisions and detector effects using OS CAR make up most of the samples used for the studies described in this Report.
Recently, a comprehensive set of changes have been made in the underlying software framework, the services it provides, and in the model for data storage to prepare the experiment
for LHC data-taking. These changes address additional requirements on the software to
implement calibration and alignment strategies, ensure tracking and reproducibility of the
reconstruction results, simplify and standardize the way physicists develop reconstruction
algorithms, and facilitate interactive analysis (where we aim to eliminate the need for postreconstruction “ntuples”).
The overall collection of software, now referred to as CMSSW [32], is built around a Framework, an Event Data Model, and Services needed by the simulation, calibration and alignment, and reconstruction modules that process event data so that physicists can perform
analysis. Already several instances of the software and analysis reported in the two Volumes
of this Technical Design Report have migrated to this newer software foundation.
This chapter thus describes the software components in development or migration to prepare CMS for LHC collisions in 2007, and lays the foundation for the detector operation and
reconstruction methodologies described in later chapters.

2.1 CMS software architecture
The high-level goals of the CMS software are to process and select events inside the High
Level Trigger Farm [8], to deliver the processed results to experimenters within the CMS
Collaboration, and to provide tools for them to analyze the processed information in order
to produce physics results.
Many technical requirements should be considered such as the memory consumption and
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processing time per event necessary to meet financial constraints, and the physics performance requirements encompassing the ability to reproduce faithfully details of the underlying physics processes based on the detector data.

2.1.1

Requirements

CMS has identified [33] the following underlying principles which motivate the overall
design of the CMS software architecture.
• Multiple Environments: Various software modules must be able to run in a variety of environments as different computing tasks are performed. Examples of
these environments are High Level triggering, production reconstruction, program development, and individual analysis;
• Migration between environments: a particular software module may start out
being developed for one environment, then later used in other unforeseen environments as well;
• Migration to new technologies: hardware and software technologies will change
during the lifetime of the experiment: a migration to a new technology should
require a finite effort localized in a small portion of the software system, ideally
without involving changes to physics software modules;
• Dispersed code development: the software will be developed by organizationally
and geographically dispersed groups of experimenters;
• Flexibility: not all software requirements will be fully known in advance, therefore the software systems must be adaptable without requiring total rewrites;
• Ease of use: the software systems must be easily usable by collaboration physicists who are not computing experts and cannot devote large amounts of time to
learning computing techniques.
These requirements imply that software should be developed keeping in mind not only performance but also modularity, flexibility, maintainability, quality assurance and documentation. CMS has adopted an object-oriented development methodology, based primarily on
the C++ programming language.

2.1.2

Architecture design

The requirements described above (see Section 2.1.1) on the software architecture result in
the following overall structure for the CMS software:
• an application framework customizable for each of the computing environments;

• physics software modules with clearly defined interfaces that can be plugged into
the framework;
• services and utility toolkits that can be used by any of the physics modules.

The framework defines the top level abstractions, their behavior and collaboration patterns.
It comprises two components: a set of classes that capture CMS specific concepts like detector
components and event features and a control policy that orchestrates the instances of those
classes taking care of the flow of control, module scheduling, input/output, etc. This control
policy is tailored to the task at hand and to the computing environment.
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The physics and utility modules are written by detector groups. The modules can be plugged
into the application framework at run time, independently of the computing environment.
One can easily choose between different versions of various modules. The physics modules
do not communicate with each other directly but only through the data access protocols that
are part of the framework itself.
The service and utility toolkit consists of two major categories of services: physics type services (histogrammers, fitters, mathematical algorithms, geometry and physics calculation
routines) and computer services (data access, inter module communication, user interface,
etc.). This toolkit is based on LCG Application Area components [34]. Both the application
framework and the service and utility toolkit shield the physics software modules from the
underlying technologies which will be used for the computer services. This will ensure a
smooth transition to new technologies with changes localized in the framework and in specific components of the service toolkit.
We are starting to put in place a more robust and reliable development process with emphasis
on guidance and use of automated tools and extensive testing and validation releases.

2.1.3

Software domain decomposition

Several orthogonal domain decompositions have been identified.
The first spans between the primary data-processing activities:
• The Event Farm and High-Level triggering;

• Simulation including event generation, pile-up and digitization;
• Local and Global Reconstruction;

• Calibration and Alignment processing;

• High Level Objects (muons, electrons, jets, etc.);
• Physics tools and visualization;

• Physics and Data Quality Monitoring.

The second domain decomposition spans the CMS subdetectors. These are described in the
different detector chapters of this volume, and include:
• Tracker detector, which itself is comprised of the pixel detector, the silicon strip
detector;
• Electromagnetic Calorimeter;
• Hadron Calorimeter;

• Muon Detectors (DT, CSC, RPC);
• Forward detectors.

Further domain decompositions cover the infrastructure needed to support the software development activity, and components that derive from the overall architectural vision.
The overall structure of the CMS Software Project is the following:
• Framework and Services. A common event processing framework has been adopted
based on plug-compatible components and abstract interfaces. A variety of services such as scripting, magnetic field, etc. have been developed in support of this
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framework. The framework is described in Section 2.2. Services are described in
detail in Sections 2.2.3, 2.4, and 2.10.
• Event generators, simulation, pile-up and digitization. These are described in
Section 2.5.
• Event selection and reconstruction. These are described in Section 2.7.

• Calibration and alignment. The high-level requirements for subdetector calibration and alignment as well as the DB infrastructures are described in Section 2.8.
• Event Filter and Data Quality Monitoring. These are described in Sections 2.3 and
2.9
• Software Development tools and validation. This task provides the services that
support the software development process including the source code repository,
tools for building coherent releases of the software, and for testing and validating
those releases, and documentation tools and services. These are described in detail
in Section 2.11.

2.2 Framework
The primary goal of the CMS Framework and Event Data Model (EDM) is to facilitate the
development and deployment of reconstruction and analysis software. Ease-of-use is very
high in the design priorities; for example, developers are encouraged to make their stored
data objects as simple as possible in order to remove the need for specialized private analysis
data formats and the code used to make them. All reconstruction results should be made
persistent in a format that can be directly used by an analysis without any additional layer.
Another way to ensure consistency and ease of use of the software is automation: the Framework provides ways to guarantee reproducibility by automatically maintaining and recording sufficient provenance information for all application results. This avoids developers having to record such information separately on how a particular reconstruction result was obtained.
This section is organized as follows: Section 2.2.1 will focus on the Event Data Model and
Section 2.2.2 will describe the main features of the framework. Finally in Section 2.2.3 we
will describe the various services associated with the framework (i.e. geometry, non-event
data, magnetic field, etc.)

2.2.1

Event Data Model–data access

The event data model is centered around the “Event.” The Event holds all data that was
taken during a triggered physics event as well as all data derived from the taken data. Auxiliary information needed to process an Event is accessed via the “EventSetup.”
Events are processed by passing the Event through a sequence of modules. The exact sequence of modules is specified by the user. When an Event is passed to a module, that
module can get data from the Event and put data back into the Event. When data is put
into the Event, the provenance information about the module that created the data will be
stored with the data into the Event.
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The Event class1 represents the observed and inferred products of a single triggered readout
of the CMS detector. The Event is responsible for managing the lifetime of, and relationships
between, it contents. The contents of the Event can include objects representing the raw detector output, reconstruction products, simulation products, and analysis objects relating to
a single beam crossing or simulation thereof. The Event also contains “metadata” describing
the configuration of the software used for the reconstruction of each contained data object
and the conditions and calibration data used for such reconstruction.

2.2.2

Framework-module types and communication

The purpose of a “module” is to allow independent development and verification of distinct
elements of triggering, simulation, reconstruction, and analysis. The concept of an eventprocessing module, each of which encapsulates a unit of clearly defined event-processing
functionality, is introduced to support this goal. Such modules are not allowed to communicate directly with each other, which allows them to be independently tested and reused.
Instead, modules communicate only through the Event. Figure 2.1 shows the collaborating
components.
Schedule
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Figure 2.1: Components of the CMS Framework and EDM.

2.2.2.1

Framework configuration

The CMS framework executable (cmsRun) is configured, by “ParameterSets,” which are
collections of named parameter/value pairs. These ParameterSets are created from a userwritten configuration file. The ParameterSets used to configure a job will be stored in the
same file as the event data written by that job.
1

In C++, a class bundles together some amount of data with the set of functions relevant for manipulating
those data.
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General characteristics of modules

Here are some characteristics of modules: a “module” is the generic term for a “worker”
in the Framework. Not all modules have the same interface. Modules are scheduled by
the “ScheduleBuilder,” and invoked by the “ScheduleExecutor.” Each module instance is
configured with a ParameterSet. Modules must not interact directly with (i.e. call) other
modules.
Only modules are configurable. An internal algorithm is configured by percolating ParameterSets to the algorithm, through the module that contains the algorithm. In order to provide
for modular testing, which is important for quality assurance of the physics results, we require that modules communicate only through the Event, by putting “EDProducts” into the
Event. Furthermore, we require that one may “cut” the event-processing chain between any
two modules, and save the state of the event at that instant. This requires that all EDProducts have the ability to be made persistent. While each EDProduct can be made persistent,
this does not imply each one must be for every event. The event output mechanism must be
capable of selective writing of EDProduct instances to several output streams.
Here is a (possibly non-exhaustive) list of framework module types:
• event data producers (“EDProducers” )—used in triggering, reconstruction, and
simulation, these are the modules that put data products into the Event.
• output—each of these modules write the event data to one of several persistent
forms.
• filter (“EDFilters”)—used in triggering, these modules control the flow of processing for the trigger lists.
• analyzers (“EDAnalyzers”)—these modules do not modify the event data, but can
use it to create histograms or other event summaries.
• input—while not in the Framework’s technical sense a module, input modules are
used to read event data (e.g., from persistent storage, or from the DAQ system)
and to deliver the data to the Framework.
2.2.2.3

Scheduler and paths

We will support two different “styles” of event-processing application in the same software
framework. One style of application supports “reconstruction on demand,” in the style of
the previous COBRA framework [26]. The other style is more similar to the style of the CDF
[35] and DØ [36] trigger and reconstruction frameworks. We call these two styles unscheduled
and scheduled, respectively.
For both the unscheduled and the scheduled applications, EDProducer instances are the objects that actually perform the task of reconstruction. An author of an EDProducer does not
need to choose to support one or the other style of use; any EDProducer is able to be used
in either mode. For both styles of application, the same EDProduct classes are used, and
the same EDProduct instances will be produced from identically-configured EDProducers.
For both styles of application, the same parameter set system is used to configure the EDProducers. For both styles of application, the same input and output formats are supported.
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2.2.2.3.1 Scheduled application
A scheduled application is configured by specifying
a module instance path through which the Event will flow. More derived or calculated products will be added to the Event as it moves through the path. This is our baseline mode.
The responsibility of getting the proper dependency ordering within an explicitly specified
path lies with the person configuring the job. However each path can be considered independent of the others. It is the job of the framework to optimize the schedule given a set of
fully self-contained reconstruction paths.
2.2.2.3.2 Unscheduled application
An unscheduled application is configured by specifying: a selection of independent top-level EDProducts to be written out, or a selection of
independent high-level triggers to be run, or an analysis module to be run, or some combination of the above. Calculated products will be added to the event as a result of requesting
them from the Event.
The responsibility of getting the proper dependency ordering is handled automatically by
the code. Each top-level EDProduct request can be considered independent of the others.
2.2.2.4 Provenance
It is critical for users to be able to unambiguously identify how each reconstruction result
was produced. There are several varieties of information that constitute this identification.
Collectively, we refer to all this information as the provenance of the EDProduct. Each EDProduct is associated with a “Provenance” object that records this information. Where appropriate, Provenance objects are shared between EDProduct instances.
1. Module configuration
(a) The unique identifier representing all (the names and values) of the run-time configuration parameters given to the module.
(b) A string giving the fully-qualified class name of the module.
2. Parentage
A vector of the unique identifiers of the EDProducts used as inputs for this bit of reconstruction. The identifiers are unique to the Event.
Although a module can make use of more than 1 input to create its output, we make
no attempt to specify the type of the EDProduct to which each of the entries in this
vector refer. If such identification is needed in a particular EDProduct, that product
can store the information in its own member data. However, a mapping of class name
to “EDP id” is deemed unnecessarily complex for the simple use to which the parentage
information in this general form is put.
3. Executable configuration
(a) A human-friendly string called a “module label,” which is a unique identifier
(within a job) used for EDProducts created by the module configured by this label.
This label comes from a module configuration parameter with a fixed name. Each
module has exactly 1 of these.
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The label configuration parameter is special. Changing the label in the configuration will cause a new module to come into existence because a unique ParameterSet determines module instances. However, the label is not part of the
permanently generated ID.
(b) A single version number that defines the code for the entire executable. The user
can obtain specific library version numbers by querying a central database, using
this version number.
The value is only meaningful for tagged releases. This number specifies which
libraries were available when building the application; it does not indicate that all
such libraries were used.
4. Conditions Data
An identifier representing the calibration and alignment set that was used in the construction of this EDProduct.
We assume here that calibration and alignment are handled in the same way and that
this single, high-level identifier refers to all the calibration information used for this
event. It is possible that individual calibrations (e.g., inner tracker, calorimeter, muon
detector) will also have IDs associated with them and that each of these will need to be
recorded instead of the “set” ID.
Other conditions data IDs may also be needed here, such as geometry version or hardware configuration.
5. Job configuration
A physical process name. A job starts up in a particular context such as HLT or Reconstruction. This name identifies the process under which the job was started and is
likely to be a run-time property.
All of this provenance data is distinguished from the event data because their home is in an ancillary database, although a copy may be readily accessible from the event data (e.g., within
the POOL file [37] that contains events).
A “Provenance” serves to collect the relevant information describing how a given EDProduct
was created. Each EDProduct is associated (in an Event) with one Provenance.

2.2.3

Framework services

The Framework identifies 2 categories of services based on whether or not the service can
affect physics results. The 2 categories are handled by different system: the “ServiceRegistry”
system and the “EventSetup” system.
2.2.3.1

ServiceRegistry System

The ServiceRegistry system provides services which are application extensions and, as such,
their use should have no effect on physics results. Therefore, the ServiceRegistry is used to
deliver services such as the error logger or a debugging service which provides feedback
about the state of the Framework (e.g., what module is presently running). What services
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are to be used in a job and the exact configuration of those services is handled through the
standard configuration mechanism, i.e., via a ParameterSet.
Because ServiceRegistry services are meant to be application extensions that have no effect
on physics results, a service can be accessed globally (e.g., the error logging service can be
called from any piece of code). All services are accessed using a consistent interface to make
the system easier to learn and maintain. If an algorithm asks for a service which is not
available, the error is handled using the same method used when data is not available in the
Event.
Services are informed about the present state of the Framework, e.g., the start of a new Event
or the completion of a certain module. Such information is useful for producing meaningful
error messages from the error logger or for debugging.
2.2.3.2

EventSetup system

To be able to fully process an Event, for example in an analysis, requires additional information outside of the Event itself (e.g., magnetic field measurements). These non-Event data
are data whose “interval of validity” (IOV) is longer than 1 Event. We have 2 types of IOVs
which are distinguished by whether or not the DAQ system initiated the interval of validity
transition. IOVs initiated by DAQ (such as the Event or a Run transition) are to be handled
by the Event system. All other IOVs are handled by the EventSetup system. The EventSetup
system provides a unified access model for all services that deliver non-Event data.
The EventSetup provides a uniform access mechanism to all data/services constrained by
an IOV. This will include all calibrations, alignments, geometry descriptions, magnetic field
and run conditions recorded during data acquisition. Figure 2.2 shows the main concepts for
the EventSetup, which are:
1. Record: holds data and services which have identical IOVs.
2. EventSetup: holds all Records that have an IOV which overlap with the “time” of the
Event being studied.
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Figure 2.2: The EventSetup is formed from the Records that have an IOV that overlaps with
the moment in time that is being studied.
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2.2.3.2.1 EventSetup
As shown in Figure 2.2, the EventSetup provides access to the
various Records it contains. If the requested Record is not available, the Framework will
take appropriate action (e.g., stop the job or skip that Event). In this way physicists can
safely assume that the Record they want exists. In addition to access to Records, the EventSetup provides access to information about the “instance in time” for which the EventSetup
is describing (e.g., the run and event number).
2.2.3.2.2 Records
Records provide safe, read-only access to the objects they contain.
This is done in a method analogous to data access from the Event. A Record also provides
access to its interval of validity ( IOV ).
The EventSetup system sets no requirements on the data/services which may be placed in
a Record. The only restriction is the lifetime within the program of the data/services within
a Record is only guaranteed to be as long as the IOV for which the Record is appropriate
(e.g., if the IOV of the data is only good for 1 run, then the object holding the data is only
guaranteed to be available for that 1 run). This does not mean that an object that holds a
datum/service within a Record cannot be reused across an IOV transition (e.g., one run to
the next). It only means code that reads the object from a Record should not assume that it
will be reused and therefore should be re-read after every IOV transition. The ability to reuse
an object is meant to allow for speed optimizations within the program.
In the case where the data or service is only meant to come from one Record (e.g., the ECAL
pedestal data only come from the ECAL pedestal Record), then the “default” Record can be
declared. If a default Record has been declared for some data, then users can access that
data directly from the EventSetup without having to specify the Record. For example, a
physicist can ask for the ECAL pedestal data directly from the EventSetup rather than first
asking the EventSetup for the ECAL pedestal Record and then asking that Record for the
data. This is intended to decrease the workload on experimenters since they have to know
less information (e.g., what data is in what Records) and can write fewer lines of code.
Sometimes an algorithm in the EventSetup is dependent on data coming from more than 1
Record. For example, the aligned tracking geometry is dependent on the “ideal geometry”
and on the tracking alignment values. In such a case, the Record used by that algorithm
needs to be declared “dependent” on the other Records. The IOV of a dependent Record is
the intersection of the IOV of all the Records to which it depends. For example, the IOV of
the aligned tracking geometry must change when either the IOV of the ideal geometry or of
the alignment values changes. The EventSetup system guarantees that the proper relationships between the IOVs is preserved. Dependent Records allow access to only those Records
to which they are dependent. In this way, the IOV dependencies between Records can be
enforced (if you can not read data from another Record then you can not be dependent on
that Record).
2.2.3.2.3 EventSetup system components
The EventSetup system design uses 2 categories of components to do its work: “ESSource” and “ESProducer.” These components are
configured using the same configuration mechanism as their Event counterparts, i.e., via a
ParameterSet.
ESSource: an ESSource is responsible for determining the IOV of a Record (or a set of Records).
The ESSource may also deliver data/services. An ESSource normally reads its information
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from a “persistent store” (e.g., a database) although it is not required to do so. For example,
the ECAL pedestals will be delivered via an ESSource that reads the appropriate values from
a database.
ESProducer : an ESProducer is, conceptually, an algorithm whose inputs are dependent on
data with IOVs. The ESProducer’s algorithm is run whenever there is an IOV change for
the Record to which the ESProducer is bound. For example, an ESProducer is used to read
the ideal geometry of the tracker as well as the alignment corrections and then create the
aligned tracker geometry from those 2 pieces of information. This ESProducer is told by
the EventSetup system to create a new aligned tracker geometry whenever the alignment
changes.

2.3 Event Filter
The CMS Trigger and Data Acquisition System (TriDAS) is designed to inspect the detector information at the full crossing frequency and to select events at a maximum rate of
O(102 ) Hz for archiving and later offline analysis. The required rejection power of O(105 ) is
too large to be achieved in a single processing step, if a high efficiency is to be maintained
for the physics phenomena CMS plans to study. For this reason, the full selection task is split
into 2 steps. The first step (Level-1 Trigger) is designed to reduce the rate of events accepted
for further processing to less than 100 kHz. The second step (High-Level Trigger, or “HLT”)
is designed to reduce this maximum Level-1 Accept (L1A) rate of 100 kHz to a final output
rate of approximately 100 Hz. The design of the Level-1 Trigger has already been extensively
documented in Volume 1 of the TriDAS Technical Design Report [7]. The design of the Data
Acquisition System is documented in Volume 2 [8].
The functionality of the CMS DAQ/HLT system can be summarized in 4 points:
• perform the readout of the front-end electronics after a Level-1 Trigger accept and
assemble data from a given bunch-crossing in a single location (the memory of a
computer);
• execute physics selection algorithms on the events read out, in order to accept the
ones with the most interesting physics content;
• forward accepted events, as well as a small sample of the rejected ones, to online
services monitoring the performance of the CMS detector
• provide the means of archiving accepted events in mass storage
2.3.0.3 DAQ architecture overview
The following is a schematic summary of the main functional elements as depicted in Figure 2.3:
• Detector Front-ends: the modules that store the data from the detector front-end
electronics upon the reception of a Level-1 Trigger accept signal.
• Readout Systems: the modules that read the data from the detector Front-End and
store them, until they are sent to the processor which will analyze the event.
• Builder Network: the collection of networks that provide the interconnections
between the Readout and the Filter Systems. It is a large switching fabric, capable
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Figure 2.3: General architecture of the CMS DAQ System.
of supplying 800 Gb/s sustained throughput to the Filter Systems.
• Event Manager: the entity responsible for controlling the Builder Network data
flow.
• Controls: all the entities responsible for the user interface and the configuration
and system monitoring of the DAQ.
• HLT Systems: the ensemble of the components providing control, input data,
monitoring, error detection services, and the processors executing High-Level
Trigger algorithms. Approximately 500 Builder Units receive the incoming data
fragments corresponding to an individual event and build them into full event
buffers. An appropriate number of Filter Units are connected to each Builder Unit,
to provide the necessary processing power to carry out the High-Level Trigger selection.
• Services: all the processors and networks which receive or route complete or partial events, or online monitoring information, from the Filter Farm.
2.3.0.4

HLT system requirements

The High-Level Trigger must reduce the event rate output by the Level-1 Trigger by a factor
≈ 1000 for a total output to storage of ≈ 100 Hz. At the design luminosity of the LHC, this
total expected to be output to mass storage, corresponds to a cross section of 10 nb. Given
that the W → eνe production cross section alone is of this order, a significant degree of
physics selection has to take place online. It is this aspect of the HLT system that places the
most stringent requirements on the system. The main requirements on the system are thus:
• The system has to provide enough bandwidth and computing resources to minimize the dead-time at any luminosity, while maintaining the maximum possible
efficiency for the discovery signals. The current goal is to have a total dead-time
of less than 2%. Half of the dead-time is currently allocated to the Level-1 Trigger
system.
• The HLT system should tag selected events with the specific trigger selection
paths that were satisfied. This information can then be used by the offline system for a quick sorting of the events into primary datasets.
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Figure 2.4: Architecture and Data Flow of the Filter Farm.
• The system should allow for the readout, processing and storage of events that
will be needed for calibration purposes.
• The HLT efficiency should not depend strongly on changes of the calibration and
detector alignment constants. It must in any case be possible to validate trigger
selections and compute their overall efficiency using only the data itself, with as
little reference to simulation as possible.
• The system has to be flexible enough to adapt to changing run and/or store conditions. As an example, the instantaneous luminosity is expected to drop in the
course of a store, and therefore an optimal allocation of resources might require
changing trigger conditions, for instance by lowering trigger thresholds or decreasing prescale factors for select channels. All such changes, along with any
other changes in the running conditions, must be logged.
• The system should provide enough resources to monitor the status of the CMS
detector, and to provide enough information to the experimenters in case of problems.
• To maximize the efficiency of the filtering process, an event should be rejected as
soon as possible. Furthermore, the system should not rely on the presence of all
the information from the CMS detectors.
Given the unprecedented rate of online rejection, a most important task of the HLT is, after
achieving this rejection, to provide enough information on what is rejected. It is for this
reason that a major aspect of the HLT System concerns the control and monitoring of the
algorithm running in the Filter Farm.

2.3.1

Filter Farm architecture

The architecture of the Filter Farm is described in detail in Volume 2 of the TriDAS Technical
Design Report [8] and is schematically illustrated in Figure 2.4. Based on the analysis of the
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CPU needs of existing HLT algorithms, it is estimated that the HLT will run on a farm of PCs
consisting of ≈ 1000 dual-CPU nodes ( 2007 units). To match the organization of the DAQ
system, improve the scaling behavior of the control system, and allow a staged deployment,
the farm is organized in a number of smaller subfarms, each with ≈ 100 processors (Filter
Units, FU).
The Filter Units connect to a subset of Builder Units (BUs) via a switched network (Filter
Data Network) capable of sustaining the incoming data traffic from the Event Builder running at the nominal L1A rate of 100 kHz. The BU-FU communication is realized with a
simple request-response protocol: a FU can ask for 1 or more event(s) which are delivered
asynchronously by the BU. When a decision has been reached for a given event in the FU,
the event is discarded by issuing the appropriate message to the BU. Each FU in a subfarm
is assigned at configuration time to a given BU, to which it places requests.
All FUs in a subfarm forward accepted events to a Storage Manager (SM). The main task of
the SM is to write accepted events in the local disk buffer. Each SM has enough local disk
buffer to store event data for at least 24 hours of steady data taking.
Accepted events contain the original raw-data plus any additional by-product of the reconstruction carried out to reach the HLT decision. In any case, they contain enough information
to enable checking of the HLT decision offline. The FU-SM communication and the architecture of the Storage Manager are discussed in more detail in a following section.
Each subfarm is controlled as a whole by a Subfarm Manager (SFM), relaying commands
from Run Control and keeping track of the states of individual nodes.
All software applications running in the Filter Farm are based on the CMS Data Acquisition framework, XDAQ [38, 39, 40]. XDAQ components are used to configure, control, and
monitor the applications, as well as to support intercommunication amongst them.

2.3.2

Data flow

For each L1A, a total of ≈ 75 million electronics channels are read out for the various CMS
subdetectors. Digitized data are collected by ≈ 600 Front End Driver boards (FEDs) operating synchronously with the LHC clock. Event fragments collected by individual FEDs are
encapsulated in a common data structure by adding a header and trailer that mark the beginning and the end of the event fragment. Information in the header and trailer includes
bunch-crossing and Level-1 Accept identifiers, as well as fragment size and Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) information used by the DAQ to check for data-transfer errors. Each
FED is identified by a unique source-id which enables the Filter Unit to unambiguously associate a FED fragment to a certain group of subdetector channels. Event fragments are
asynchronously transferred to the DAQ via a 64-bit serial link (S-LINK64 [41, 42]).
The DAQ Event Builder uses a complex switch fabric to assemble all fragments from a given
event in the memory of 1 Builder Unit. This operation is carried out at pace with the L1A
rate, up to a nominal maximum average accept rate of 100 kHz. For efficiency reasons, the
event fragments are organized in the BU memory using blocks of fixed size.
The Filter Farm data flow is schematically illustrated in Figure 2.4. Built events are served to
Filter Units connected to a given BU upon request. Events assigned to a Filter Unit remain
in the memory of the BU until a discard message is received from the FU.
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The Filter Unit operation, from the DAQ standpoint, consists of collecting data messages
from the BU to form a complete event, and rearranging the event data in memory as individual FED fragments, using the information in the common header and trailer. Data are
checked in the process to identify synchronization problems (fragments from different L1As)
or other inconsistencies which might have been introduced in the event building. Subsenquently, event ownership is transferred to the HLT Event Processor that carries out reconstruction and selection. When the HLT processing is complete, the event ownership is returned to the DAQ segment that frees memory and issues a discard message to the BU.
The Filter Unit Event Processor uses software modules based on the CMS Framework(2.2) to
run reconstruction and selection algorithms necessary to reach the final HLT decision. The
sequence of operations that lead to acceptance or rejection of one event is guaranteed to be
unique and reproducible. Each reconstruction or selection algorithm runs in a predefined
sequence, starting from raw data unpacking down to sophisticated topological cuts on high
level physics objects.
Raw data unpacking modules deal with subdetector specific raw-data formats. Unpacked
data objects (“digis”) are associated with subdetector channels through a channel map using
the FED block identifiers. Consistency checks of individual subdetector raw information are
carried out at this stage. All subsequent reconstruction and selection modules only deal with
digi objects, so that no other part of the code is exposed to the original FED-formatted data.
The latter can be optionally stored with the event for debugging or diagnostic purposes.
To address potential performance issues related to the CPU requirements of the unpacking
phase, the framework will support selective unpacking of fractions of the subdetector data
corresponding to regions of interest identified by means of some fast criterion (e.g. Level-1
candidate location). All intermediate results of any reconstruction module, and information
that enables tracing of their provenance, can be associated with the event. The operation
of the HLT algorithms can be monitored making use of the Physics and Data Quality Monitoring infrastructure (DQM). Information collected by the DQM on the FU is periodically
forwarded to a collector process, which is not part of the subfarm. The FU is able to continue
its operation undisturbed even if the DQM is malfunctioning. For more details on the DQM
infrastructure, see Section 2.9.
Events accepted by the HLT are serialized and wrapped with preamble information, before
being forwarded to the Storage Manager (SM) process Figure 2.5. The preamble contains
enough information to enable the Storage Manager to route the accepted event to the appropriate output stream without looking into its content. It also contains information that
can be cross-checked with the local configuration information available to the SM (e.g. version number, run number etc.). In the serialization, certain portions of the event data can be
dropped according to a general policy or to a specific policy for certain types of events.
The Storage Manager is responsible of routing accepted events to various predefined online
streams. These can be disk streams for physics data, or network streams for the usage of
consumer processes carrying out calibration or monitoring tasks. The machine hosting the
SM is also directly or indirectly managing the subfarm disk pool. The SM is capable of
routing multiple copies of 1 event to different streams. For disk streams, the SM will use file
formats supported by POOL [37]. It can optionally directly store serialized events in binary
format. This second option requires later post-processing to recreate the POOL files to be
transferred to the tier-0 for permanent storage.
Since the Filter Units process events in parallel, there is no guarantee that accepted events
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Figure 2.5: Storage Manager Data Flow and Components.
forwarded to the SM for storage will arrive in the correct time order. However, events contain
sufficient information to enable reordering according to their L1A time in the subsequent
post-processing stage. The post-processing phase has the following responsibilities:
• Collect datafiles for a given online stream from all subfarms

• If events are stored in serialized binary format, deserialize them

• Reorder events from all datafiles according to their Level-1 accept time
• Split the reordered stream in sections of fixed duration (run sections)

• Create time-ordered primary datasets according to L1+HLT trigger path
• Store them in POOL

POOL files containing time-ordered sections of primary datasets are the input to the first
pass production in the tier-0.
2.3.2.1 Raw data types
As mentioned above, FED blocks of digitized data received by the FU contain information
from the various subdetectors in a format designed to minimize data traffic in the Event
Builder. FED blocks are wrapped with a standard header and trailer containing, among
other things, a unique source identifier that enables routing of the block to the appropriate
unpacking module. Ranges of source identifiers are pre-assigned to the various subdetectors
by the DAQ group. Upon reception in the FU, FED blocks are arranged in a data structure
indexed by the source identifier, preserving their internal format, including the standard
header and trailer. This data structure (FEDRawData) can be stored along with the rest of the
event, enabling later checking of the unpacking stage. Each subdetector specific unpacking
module extracts from the event the group of FEDRawData corresponding to its input. It
then proceeds to extract the relevant information for each detector channel and creating the
corresponding digi object. The correspondance between a certain detector element and its
electronics channel is obtained from a Channel Map in the conditions database. The digi
objects contain enough information to uniquely identify the corresponding channel in the
context of the reconstruction framework (DetId), and the low-level, uncalibrated content of
that channel (e.g. ADC counts), and are arranged in collections enabling fast retrieval by a
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reconstruction module. Collections of digi objects (one for each individual subdetector, or
logical component of a subdetector) are stored along with the event. They are the standard
input for subsequent reconstruction, both in the HLT and in the following stages.
2.3.2.2

Output service and Storage Manager

An HLT process running in the Filter Unit uses a special Output Module to serialize accepted
events to be sent to the Storage Manager. Serialized events are handed over to a Sender
thread running in the Filter Unit, which is responsible of maintaing the necessary handshake
between the FU and the Collector running in the SM. The protocol used for communication
consists of control and data messages. Control messages are used for
• Establishing the connection

• Checking the consistency of initialization information between the 2 applications
(code version, trigger table, etc.)
• Flow control

Data messages are used to send event data from 1 FU to the SM. The SM Collector transfers collected events to 1 or more of the storage queues according to their trigger configuration, as it appears in the event preamble. The SM must be capable of handling a number
of connection in excess of the maximum total number of FUs in a subfarm. An SM Event
Processor is responsible of creating a physical disk or network stream from the events in 1
queue. Multiple SM Event Processors may run in parallel on multiple threads or processes
for performance reasons.

2.3.3

Control flow

The Filter Farm is operated as a DAQ component, under the supervision of the global DAQ
Run Control system. Run Control commands are relayed to individual subfarm PCs by a
Subfarm Manager (SFM). The behavior of the Filter Units, and the Storage Manager, is controlled by standardized state machines. Each state transition is monitored by the SFM and
reported to run control upon completion. At the request of the SFM, a daemon process on
each PC of the subfarm spawns the necessary XDAQ processes that will host individual components. Initialized processes of all the components are subsequently configured. When all
processes are ready, all DAQ components are enabled. Run Control can at this point start a
run. The run start command is accompanied by a run identifier (Run Number) which can
be subsequently used to uniquely identify the corresponding event data. Only at the start of
a run the HLT is configured. The HLT configuration consists of sequences of reconstruction
and trigger modules, and their parameters, and of all the calibration constants and other condition data necessary to carry out the selection, including the Level-1 trigger configuration,
forming the HLT trigger table. The HLT configuration is also made available to the SM at
the run start in order to allow proper streaming of accepted events according to the trigger
accept path. A run can only be ended as a consequence of a run end command issued by
the global Run Control. When a run is ended, the Level-1 trigger is stopped, and the Event
Builder is flushed. When the flush is complete, each individual subfarm in the Filter Farm
is instructed to close the run. All Filter Units must report having successfully closed the run
before the SM can finally close all output streams. This sequence is carried out under control
of the Subfarm Manager.
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Fault tolerance, exception, logging, and error handling

The complex of the Event Builder and the Filter Farm system are designed for fault tolerant
behavior. In particular, failure of one or more Filter Units in a subfarm only leads to “graceful” performance degradation of the Event Builder. Since events are not removed from the
BU until a discard message, indicating that the event has been completely processed, is received, no data can be lost due to failure of a Filter Unit. In the Filter Unit, all exceptional
conditions generated by the execution of reconstruction or selection algorithms, are either
recovered locally or caught by the top level HLT Event Processor. Recovered exceptions
generate a log message which is sent to the central DAQ logging system. Unrecoverable exceptions caught by the Event Processor also generate an error message, and result in a state
transition of the HLT Event Processor to the error state. Failure of the HLT Event Processor
does not result in a data loss, unless if it causes corruption of the DAQ segment memory. The
Subfarm Manager can reset and restart a failed HLT or DAQ process in the Filter Unit.
In case of failure of the Storage Manager, the FUs can switch to local storage mode, whereby
accepted events are stored on each FU’s local disk, so that data taking can continue. This
can also happen in case the SM local disk buffer becomes full due to malfunctions in the
Data Management system. Failure of the SM can result in data losses if one or more of the
output files become corrupted, or in case of failure of the file systems hosting the local buffer.
Various redundant storage systems are being considered to reduce the risk of losses due to
disk failures.
Log messages generated by Filter Farm components are collected by the central DAQ logging system. They become part of the run conditions database and can be analyzed offline to
detect and understand problems in the data streams. Error messages generated by the Filter
Unit and the Storage Manager are forwarded to the Subfarm Manager. The Sub-farm Manager is capable of analyzing and filtering error messages to avoid network storms. Errors
which can not be handled locally by the Sub-farm Manager are forwarded to central DAQ
Error Handler. Unlike the logging system, the error handling system guarantees delivery of
all error messages.

2.4 Detector description
The CMS detector description includes geometrical shapes and dimensions, material information, and relative placements of each part of the detector in an ideal world. The software
service providing this information uses a master source which can have derivatives. Sources
derived from the master source can be databases, flat-file caches or other more optimized
storage.
The Detector Description Database (DDD) [43] provides access to the ideal geometry (geometry defined for the nominal placement of all geometrical objects) for CMS. Historically the
DDD has referred to both a C++ interface and ideal geometry data sources. The master data
source is a collection of Extensible Markup Language (XML) files which can be validated
using the XML-Schema Detector Description Language.
The online relational database model and the offline objects made persistent using the POOL
[37] Object Relational Access mechanism [44] are both derived from the master source files.
The offline tables can be in either SQLite, MySQL or Oracle relational databases.
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The DDD internal model is a directed acyclic graph which optimizes the definitions of materials, solids, rotations and parts so that the in-memory model is small. This means that each
part as it is in the real detector does not exist in memory unless one iterates over the graph
through all nodes and edges this producing a tree of nodes. This tree represents the global
transformation (translation and rotation matrix) in the CMS global reference frame. Filtering is provided on the graph so that the tree view can be constrained to show only certain
detector parts.
Developers of basic software components for simulation, reconstruction and visualization
use the DDD C++ interface to retrieve the ideal detector description. The graph is provided to the client software (simulation, reconstruction and visualization) via the “DDCompactView”. One can apply filters on this view using the “DDFilteredView” or access the
collections of parts and positioning instructions.

2.4.1

Geometry Service

The Geometry Service provides the necessary geometrical information for an event to be
processed using the real geometry of detector elements as actually measured at the time of
the event. Framework components are used to provide the ideal geometry from the Detector
Description as well as Alignment corrections from the Conditions Service. Other framework
components ensure the synchronization of the conditions to the event time. Subdetector
specific software applies the alignments to the ideal geometry.
The CMS Geometry Service relies on the underlying software framework to provide the ideal
geometry and alignment corrections necessary to deliver a user-level geometry for physics
analysis. The EventSetup mechanisms, see Section 2.2.3.2, is used for this service. ESSources
(EventSetup Sources) provide the DDCompactView from the XML source or a database. Another ESSource provides Alignment via the he Condition Service. Subdetector specific software modules provide the geometry to the user-level, combining the 2 sources transparently
for the user.

2.4.2

Detector numbering scheme

The detector Numbering Scheme (NS) provides the identification of the in the reconstruction
active CMS detector elements. A 32-bit integer is sufficient to define the NS. The general
detector numbering scheme structure is specified in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: General structure of CMS Detector Numbering Scheme.
content
size

DetectorID
4 bits

SubDetectorID
3 bits

specific SubDetector
25 bits

The NS is arranged in such a way that it uniquely reflects the hierarchical structure and
positions of active elements inside each subdetector. As an example, the specific numbering
for the Tracker Outer Barrel modules is constructed from the Layer number, the Rod number
and the modules position inside the Rod.
The detector numbering scheme is used in the simulation and reconstruction software in
order to navigate through the active elements (e.g. “DetUnits”) and, therefore, represents a
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very convenient way to access relevant reconstruction or simulation information via a simple
32-bit number.
Besides its use in simulation and offline reconstruction, the NS is also crucial for querying
information from the Databases (DB). For that reason, the numbering scheme is written in
both the offline and online DBs (see Section 2.8). In the offline DB the numbering scheme
is associated with the volume name while in the online DB it is linked with the hardware
identifier of the detector. This concept insures that all relevant information for given (active)
detector element can be accessed via this unique identifier.

2.5 Simulation
The detailed CMS detector and physics simulation, a package referred to as OSCAR [31], is
currently based on the GEANT 4 [30] simulation toolkit and the CMS object-oriented framework and event model. The simulation is implemented for all CMS detectors in both the
central region (Tracker, Calorimeters and Muon Systems) and in the forward regions (CASTOR calorimeter, TOTEM telescopes, Roman Pot detectors and the Zero Degree Calorimeter, ZDC), including the field map from the 4 T solenoid. In addition, several test-beam
prototypes and layouts have been simulated. The full simulation program implements the
sensitive detector behavior, track selection mechanisms, hit collection and digitization (i.e.
detector response).
The simulation has been deployed since the 2004 CMS Data Challenge and has been extensively validated by detailed comparison with test-beam data as well as results from its
predecessor, the GEANT 3-based program CMSIM [29]. To date, a total of more than 100 million fully simulated events have been produced with the GEANT 4-based simulation program;
these include various LHC physics signals, backgrounds, and validation samples.
The detailed simulation workflow is as follows:
• A physics group configures an appropriate Monte Carlo event generator (several
are used) to produce the data samples of interest;
• The production team/system runs the generator software to produce generator
event data files in HepMC format, see Section 2.5.1;
• The physics group validates the generator data samples and selects a configuration for the GEANT 4 simulation (detector configuration, physics cuts, etc.);
• The production team/system runs the GEANT 4-based simulation of CMS, with
generator events as input, to produce (using the standard CMS framework) persistent hits in the sensitive detectors;
• The physics group validates this hit data which are then used as input to the subsequent digitization step, allowing for pile-up. This step converts hits into digitizations (also known as “digis”) which correspond to the output of the CMS
electronics.
These generator and simulation steps above, culminating in digitizations, are described in
the remainder of this section. The subsequent reconstruction step is described in Section 2.7.
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2.5.1

Generation of physics events

Most of the event generators that provide the collision events as input for the detector simulation are still written in FORTRAN, notably PYTHIA [45] and HERWIG [46]. Several projects
to write event generators in C++ are ongoing (PYTHIA8, HERWIG++, SHERPA [47]), and mature code is expected by 2007. The Generator Production Framework therefore has to be able
to handle both FORTRAN and C++ generators.
The design of the Generator Interface in the CMS software logically comprises the following
steps:
• An input file containing all parameters needed to steer the event generator is read
by the production framework, which then passes the parameters to the generator
itself. The framework parameter and provenance handling mechanisms are used.
• The generator (FORTRAN or C++, as appropriate) is initialized and events are
produced. The generic format of Monte Carlo events throughout the CMS software is HepMC. GenEvents in HepMC are based on the natural structure of an
event, i.e., vertices with ingoing and outgoing particles. If needed, the event output format of the generator (e.g. HEPEVT) is translated to HepMC objects using
specific convertors.
• Optionally, events may be selected/rejected based on generator event information
to enrich the physics content.
• In the final step, the events are made persistent by writing the HepMC objects as
EDProducts to a tuple using POOL [37].
ASCII file readers for externally produced HepMC events are implemented, as well as particle guns.
The physics of the generators is covered in more detail in the references cited above and in
Volume II of this TDR.

2.5.2

Detailed simulation framework

The full simulation relies on the GEANT 4 toolkit [30]. GEANT 4 provides a rich set of physics
processes describing electromagnetic and hadronic interactions in detail. It also provides
tools for modelling the full CMS detector geometry and the interfaces required for retrieving information from particle tracking through these detectors and the magnetic field. The
physics and other aspects of GEANT 4 itself are covered in detail elsewhere [30], while the
validation of GEANT 4 in the context of CMS is described in detail in Section 2.5.5.
The CMS GEANT 4-based simulation program uses the standard CMS software framework
and utilities, as are used by the reconstruction programs. The GEANT 4 functionality is interfaced to the core CMS Framework (Section 2.2) to yield the following elements of the
simulation software system:
• “EventSetup” to create the application context in terms of the detector and magnetic field description;
• “Input Services” to pass the generated events to the simulation application (using
the IOMC Input Output MonteCarlo service);
• “Module factories” to select and load “physics lists” (models and parameters describing particle interactions in matter) and miscellaneous utilities;
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• “ParameterSets” for run-time configuration;

• “Signaling mechanism” for user monitoring actions; and

• “Event Producer” for loading (saving) the hits (digitizations) from the sensitive
detectors and the Monte Carlo simulation generated quantities such as particle
tracks and vertices.
A fully interactive (and non-CMS specific) GEANT 4 visualization system has been established
to debug the GEANT 4 simulation, in particular the geometry modelling and magnetic field
description. It is based on the I GUANA toolkit. Figure 2.6 shows the I GUANA display of the
full CMS detector as used for the GEANT 4 simulation.

Figure 2.6: CMS GEANT 4-based simulation of the H → γγ process showing the full CMS
detector with the I GUANA-based interactive display. An inset zoom of the detector detail is
also shown.

2.5.3

Pile-up treatment

During the low luminosity (L = 2 × 1033 cm−2 s−1 ) and high luminosity (L = 1034 cm−2 s−1 )
phases of its operation, the LHC accelerator will produce, respectively, an average of about
3.5 and 17.5 inelastic (hard-core) pp collisions per bunch crossing that will “pile-up” on top
of the signal collision firing the trigger. For the Monte Carlo simulations used in this report, diffractive collisions are also considered, which increases the pile-up total to 5.0 and 25
collisions, respectively, for low and high luminosity operation.
Moreover, in addition to the in-time pile-up, it is necessary to account in the simulation for
out-of-time pile-up coming from bunch crossings before and after the triggered event. The
number of crossings to consider before and after the nominal one depends on the front-end
time response of the different subdetectors. Special cases such as bunch crossings with no
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pile-up either before or after the nominal one are also considered by the framework.
Since the addition of pile-up collisions occurs much faster than the detector simulation, and
since it depends on the LHC luminosity and run conditions, pile-up collisions are simulated
separately from the signal collisions. Both outputs are merged in a second step, using a
luminosity dependent pile-up contribution. Generated signal collisions are therefore reused
for producing samples corresponding to different luminosities.
The pile-up simulation is performed using the same GEANT 4 toolkit as for the signal simulation, producing simulated hits in exactly the same format. The pile-up collisions to be
merged are randomly chosen from a pregenerated sample. In order to avoid correlations
between event subsets overlapped to the same pile-up event sequence, a pile-up sample is
never reused in the same order. Moreover, simulated pile-up collisions that pass trigger requirements are filtered out to avoid a low statistics bias in the many bunch crossings that
would use such an event.
The “mixing module” is the software framework that merges events from a primary stream
with a number of events from a secondary stream. The product of this module is a “CrossingFrame,” which in turn is the input to the digitization module, the next step in the simulation chain. The CrossingFrame handles the sequence of bunch crossings and provides access
to the information the digitizers need. It also merges the true information from the different pile-up and signal events that constitute the CrossingFrame, and provides access to such
true information. To produce the CrossingFrame, the mixing module collaborates closely
with a specialized secondary input service. The average number of events, the minimum
and maximum number of bunch crossings after the nominal, as well as the bunch spacing
are configurable parameters. The secondary input service is also configurable, to allow for
different options to randomly select pile-up events from the pregenerated minimum bias
sample.

2.5.4

Digitization of simulated detector hits

The digitization step, following the hit creation step, constitutes the simulation of the electronic readout used to acquire data by the detector and DAQ systems. It starts from the
hit positions and simulated energy losses in the sensitive detectors, and produces an output
that needs to be as close as possible to real data coming from CMS. Information from the
generation stage (e.g. particle type and momentum) is preserved in the digitization step.
2.5.4.1

Inner tracking detector digitization

The energy loss of a charged particle crossing a layer of one of the inner tracking detectors
(strips and pixels) is distributed along a path between the entry and exit points within the detector module. Landau fluctuations are taken into account. The simulated drift of the charges
to the detector surface takes into account the Lorentz drift and diffusion in the perpendicular
plane.
On the detector surface, charges corresponding to each pixel or strip are integrated, and
Gaussian-distributed noise is added. Noise is also added to other channels if it exceeds a
given threshold. Couplings between channels are taken into account, and the conversion
to digital counts is applied using the gain of the detector and the time with respect to the
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signal bunch crossing. If zero suppression is required, only channels with a signal exceeding
a suppression threshold are saved. Further details can be found in Section 6.1.2.
2.5.4.2

Calorimeter digitization

In ECAL digitization, the sensitive volumes of the ECAL are the crystals and the silicon strips
of the preshower detector. For these volumes, the deposited energy and arrival time of hits
is recorded.
For the crystals the variation of the light collection efficiency along the length of the crystal
is simulated by multiplying the energy, as it is deposited, by a nominal longitudinal light
collection curve. This is a simple function of the distance from the crystal front-face, and is
flat in the front half of the crystal, with a 5% linear rise over the rearmost 100 mm. Deviations from this nominal curve, as measured on production crystals, deteriorate the energy
resolution and are accounted for by smearing the energy.
The digitization simulates the nominal signal pulse as a function of time for each hit, so that
out of time pile-up results in realistic out of time signal pulses which may be superimposed
upon a signal. The signal pulses are then sampled at 25 ns intervals to produce a time frame
of 10 consecutive digitizations. Additional information can be found in Section 4.3.1.
In HCAL digitization, the simulation of the electronics for the HB, HE, and HO starts with
the information provided from GEANT on the energies deposited in the scintillator and their
corresponding timing. The energies are converted to numbers of photoelectrons, and fluctuations are applied assuming a Poisson distribution. Noise is then added, using a Gaussian
distribution for the energy, equal to 1.5 photoelectrons per time sample per read out depth
segment. This is uncorrelated between time buckets and corresponds to about 240 MeV after
the corrections described below.
The pulses from the different energy depositions (both from the current crossing and from
up to 5 previous and 3 subsequent crossings) are then added. The HF electronics uses a
conventional photomultiplier tube instead of a hybrid photodiode, but otherwise the same
electronics as for the HB, HE, and HO. The HF pulse shape is short enough to be entirely contained in one bunch crossing and is thus not affected by pile-up from previous or later bunch
crossings. The magnitude of the noise used in the HF simulation is 0.125 photoelectrons and
the ADC count size is set at 0.43 photoelectrons.
2.5.4.3

Muon detector digitization

The digitization step of the Muon Drift Tube system involves simulating the TDC responses.
Particular care is taken in simulating the behaviour of the drift cells as a function of the muon
direction and impact position with respect to the sense wire, and of the residual magnetic
field in the air gaps where the detectors are placed within the iron yokes. The resulting
drift time is smeared so as to obtain a 4 ns resolution, corresponding to an intrinsic cell
resolution of about 220 µm, as measured in test-beam data. The TDC output signal for the
hit reconstruction is obtained from this drift time by adding the muon time-of-flight from
the collision vertex and the propagation time of the signal along the cell wire. The average
muon time-of-flight from the collision vertex to a given chamber is assumed to have been
subtracted at TDC level.
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The digitization step of the Cathode Strip Chamber system involves simulating the responses
of the ADCs and discriminators connected to the strips and wires. To create the analogue signals seen by the CSC wire and strip electronics, parameterizations of the amplifier and shaper
response are convoluted with the ion drift collection time. The signal may contain contributions from drifting electrons due to background hits from other beam crossings. Cross-talk,
both capacitive and resistive, is included in the strip signal. Finally, the storage of the strip
signals in Switched Capacitor Arrays (SCA) is simulated. The signal shape is sampled and
stored at 8 times, each 50 ns apart.
The response of a resistive plate chamber is assumed to take place within 20 ns of the passage
of a charged particle through the detector with a 3 ns Gaussian-distributed time jitter, which
also accounts for the contribution from the front-end electronics and the cables to the link
board. The 20 ns wide time gates were adjusted in order to accommodate triggering signals.
The RPC cluster size is set to 1.5 strips.
Additional and more specific information about the digitization of muon detector signals
can be found in Section 3.3.1.

2.5.5

Simulation physics validation and performance

High energy physics experiments depend critically on the accuracy of physics generators
and detector simulations. Simulated events are used for detector design optimization, calibration, object identification, and physics analysis. The size of systematic uncertainties associated with particle discoveries, mass, or cross section measurements is tightly associated
with how accurately the simulations describe the actual performance of the detector in measuring electrons, photons, and hadrons. It is essential for the success of a HEP experiment to
understand and tune the physics of the simulation tool to agree with measurements. In this
section we mention some of the comparisons made between data and GEANT 4 (and in some
cases GEANT 3), and the discrimination between some of the models (physics lists).
2.5.5.1

Tracker validation

The inner tracker simulation has played a key role in the development and optimization of
the simulation infrastructure and the validation process. The tracker material budget, which
can be correctly estimated only with a very detailed description of all active and passive
detector components, directly affects the electromagnetic calorimeter physics performance
and places stringent requirements on the accuracy of the detector description and geometry
construction. A navigable listing of the particle information from the Monte Carlo simulation
is necessary for the correct reconstruction of decay chains as well as for the proper treatment
of hard electron bremsstrahlung, both of vital importance in b-τ studies.
With the above requirements satisfied, the tracker performance has been extensively validated in terms of the tracking and hit distributions for single particles, minimum bias interactions, and other physics events. For details see Section 6.1.2.
2.5.5.2

Electromagnetic calorimeter validation

Initial studies based on a comparison between a GEANT 4-based simulation and test-beam
data provide evidence that GEANT 4 gives an excellent representation of electromagnetic
showers.
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The overall ECAL performance, in terms of energy and position resolution, is dominated
by effects that are not part of the shower simulation, such as electronics noise, photostatistics, longitudinal uniformity of light collection, and crystal intercalibration. These effects are
taken into account in the digitization step of the simulation process. For this reason, only
gross errors are identified by a comparison of energy and position resolution taken from
GEANT shower information.
On the other hand, the largest sensitivity is to changes or errors in the radiation and showering in the tracker material. Unfortunately the accurate simulation of this effect cannot
be validated in the test beam. The shower lateral distribution, and its fluctuations from
shower-to-shower is an important quantity which can be validated comparing the Monte
Carlo simulations with test beam measurements. In particular, parameters sensitive to the
lateral shower shape, which effects the fraction of incident energy contained in ECAL clusters, are measured in the test beam. For details see Section 4.3.
2.5.5.3

Hadron calorimeter validation

Studies on the HCAL energy resolution, linearity, e/π ratio, and shower profile are instrumental in validating the GEANT 4 hadronic physics simulation in the context of the LCG
physics simulation validation project. They are based on comparisons between single particle measurements in test beam experiments and GEANT 4 based simulations of the associated
detector setup.
In 2002–2004, several HCAL test beam experiments exposed different HCAL modules, preceded by an electromagnetic calorimeter prototype, to beams of pions, electrons and muons
over a large energy range. The data were compared with GEANT 4 simulations using the
hadronic physics parametric (LHEP) and microscopic (QGSP) models. The pion energy resolution and response linearity as a function of incident energy derived from the simulations
are in good agreement with the data measurement within the large systematic uncertainties in the latter. Transverse and longitudinal shower profiles were studied in the 1996 and
2004 test beam experiments. Pion showers predicted by GEANT 4 are narrower than those
predicted by GEANT 3. Showers predicted by the QGSP physics list (version 2.7) are shorter
than those predicted by the LHEP (version 3.6) list, with LHEP predictions being closer to
those from the GEANT 4-Geisha model. More precise test beam measurements during 2006
will hopefully allow us to tune the default QGSP physics list to the data. Details and results
from these studies are described in Section 5.4.
A combined HCAL-CSC test beam experiment in 2004 also provided important data to differentiate between the GEANT 4 hadronic physics models in the form of HCAL shower leakage studies. As described in Section 3.3.2.2, a CSC placed downstream of the calorimeter was
used to measure the fraction of incident pions that led to a reconstructed hit in the chamber.
The LHEP model appears to describe the punch-through probability best over the entire
tested momentum range.
2.5.5.4

Muon system validation

Single muons with momenta in the 10 GeV/c–10 TeV/c range have been simulated in the
CMS detector using the GEANT 3 and GEANT 4 packages. While ionization is modelled very
similarly in both packages, muon bremsstrahlung, e+ e− production, and in particular, muonnuclear interaction are significantly different, due to newer theoretical developments in-
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cluded in GEANT 4. Multiple scattering is significantly smaller in GEANT 4, in agreement
with experimental results [48]. GEANT 4 results also show an improvement with respect to
GEANT 3 in the precision of the propagation of the muons along the detector.
The production thresholds on secondary particles in the different regions of the detector
were set to a large value to increase performance, but not so large as to kill the particles
which originated in a passive region with enough energy to reach the sensitive detectors.
The production of hits in the simulation of the muon system was tested by comparing the
Monte Carlo simulation predictions with DT test beam data. The test beam experiment consisted of 2 muon chambers with and without an iron slab in between them, to investigate
the effect of the muon showers in the passive material. The analysis, based on muons in the
50–300 GeV/c momentum range, shows that GEANT 4 slightly underestimates soft delta ray
production in cell volumes, while hard delta rays and electromagnetic showers are correctly
modelled. In spite of this discrepancy, local track reconstruction efficiency and resolution is
well reproduced by the simulation. For details see Section 3.3.2.1.
2.5.5.5

Forward detectors

The forward detectors, such as the CASTOR and Zero Degree Calorimeter (ZDC), and the
Totem telescopes are also incorporated into the simulation framework. They are essential
tools for the diffractive and heavy-ion programs. For example, the ZDC is a Cerenkov detector designed to collect any remaining neutral fragments of the colliding nuclei and may be
used as a measure of the collision centrality. In pp collisions, the ZDC may be incorporated
in the study of forward physics and photon production.
Simulation studies are underway to study issues such as energy resolution and energy leakage. New test beam data will allow for a more systematic validation of the simulation results.
Current validation efforts involve the implementation of a RHIC-design ZDC in the GEANT 4
simulation to take advantage of existing test beam data. For details see Chapter 7).
2.5.5.6 Parameterized showers
The detailed simulation of electromagnetic showers is computationally intensive. A parameterization of the spatial energy distribution of an electromagnetic shower, based on probability density functions, allows us to speed up the process without compromising the simulation accuracy. A shower parameterization model called GFLASH, based on 3 probability
density functions, was developed and used by the H1 experiment [49].
As part of the GEANT 4 software distribution, GFLASH is available in OSCAR, the CMS detector simulation package. In CMS, GFLASH is used to parameterize electrons and positrons
in the barrel and endcap electromagnetic calorimeter. Comparisons between the GFLASHbased and the full simulation of the energy depositions in the central crystal, and the 3×3
and 5×5 crystal matrices show good agreement at the 1% level, as illustrated in Figure 2.7.
Figure 2.8 shows that the transverse and longitudinal shower profiles are also well modelled
by GFLASH to within 1-3%. The GFLASH shower parameterizations allow a time performance gain of a factor of 3–10 in the simulation. The gain in speed depends on the event
type, the particle energy and the detector η region. For instance, a single electron or photon
with an energy of 100 GeV in the ECAL barrel is simulated 10 times faster using GFLASH.
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Figure 2.7: Energy depositions in a 5×5 crystal matrix for 50 GeV electrons. The histogram
corresponds to the full GEANT 4 simulation and the markers to the shower parameterization.

For pp → γ + G events, with a single photon above 1 TeV, as predicted by models based on
extra-dimensions, the gain in speed is a factor of 4.

Figure 2.8: Transverse (left) and longitudinal (right) shower profiles for 50 GeV photons.

2.6 Fast simulation
A framework for fast simulation of particle interactions in the CMS detector, called FAMOS,
has been recently developed, and is intended to be used for most physics analysis, in view of
the Volume 2 of this Physics TDR and beyond. It is an object-oriented system for which C++
has been chosen as programming language. The acronym FAMOS stands for FAst MOnteCarlo Simulation. As it is a work in progress, only the current status and performance are
described in this section.
The input of FAMOS is a list of particles (originating from an event generator or a simple particle gun) characterized by their momentum and origin vertex, with mother and daughter
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relationships to follow the various decay chains in the event. Upon user request, each of the
(quasi)-stable particles in this list is then propagated in the CMS magnetic field to the different layers of the various CMS subdetectors, which it may interact with. While propagating,
these quasi-stable particles are also allowed to decay according to their known branching
fractions and decay kinematics. The particles resulting from the interactions with the detector layers or from the decays in flight are added to the original list, and propagated/decayed
in the same way. Events from pile-up interactions in the same bunch crossing as the original
event are read from pre-generated files, added to the list according to a Poisson distribution
with a user-defined average, and follow the same treatment.
The interactions simulated in FAMOS are 1) electron Bremsstrahlung; 2) photon conversion;
3) charged particle energy loss by ionization; 4) charged particle multiple scattering; and
5) electron, photon, and hadron showering. The first 4 are applied to particles traversing
the thin layers of the tracker (Section 2.6.1), while the latter is parameterized in the electromagnetic (Section 2.6.2) and hadron (Section 2.6.3) calorimeters. The plans are to simulate
all 5 interactions together with synchrotron radiation for the muon propagation through the
tracker, calorimeters and muon chambers. The current muon simulation is, however, mostly
based on a parameterization of resolutions and efficiencies, as is explained in Section 2.6.4.
As output, FAMOS delivers a series of “high-level objects”, such as reconstructed hits for
charged particles in the tracker layers, energy deposits in calorimeter cells, which can then
immediately be used as inputs of the same “higher-level algorithms” (track fitting, calorimeter clustering, b tagging, electron identification, jet reconstruction and calibration, trigger
algorithms, etc.) as in the full reconstruction and analysis package. This parallelism between
the fast simulation and the complete reconstruction allows comparisons between fast and
full simulations and subsequent tuning in a straightforward manner, with the use of identical analysis programs. It also allows the development of new reconstruction algorithms with
the fast simulation, for later use in the complete reconstruction package.
Last but not least, the computer time needed to simulate an event in FAMOS is about 3 orders
of magnitude smaller than that needed in the full chain, for a level of agreement aimed at
the percent level or below. At the time of writing, the simulation of 1 LHC event in FAMOS in
its highest level of sophistication takes a second or thereabout on a 1.8 GHz computer, with
expected optimizations still to come.

2.6.1

Simulation of the tracker response

A simplified version of the tracker geometry, but deemed adequate for the required level
of accuracy, is used. Is it made of over 30 thin nested cylinders representing the sensitive
layers of, from inside to outside, the pixel detector (3 barrel layers and 2 endcap disks), the
4 tracker inner barrel layers, the 3 tracker inner disks, the 6 tracker outer barrel layers and
the 9 tracker endcap disks, interleaved with non-instrumented cylinders with dead material (cables, support, etc.). The material, assumed to be pure Silicon, is also assumed to be
uniformly distributed over each cylinder barrel (respectively, endcap). A transverse view of
this simplified geometry is shown in Figure 2.9a, in which the vertices of converted photons
collected in a large number of simulated events are displayed. For comparison, the higher
level of details present in the full simulation is visible in Figure 2.9b.
The thickness of each layer was tuned in the fast simulation to reproduce the fully simulated
number of Bremsstrahlung photons above a certain energy threshold radiated by energetic
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Figure 2.9: A radiography of a quarter of the simulated tracker geometry in the (a) fast and
(b) full simulation. The higher level of details in the full simulation is clearly visible.
electrons traversing this layer. The distribution of this number is shown for 35 GeV/c electrons as a function of their pseudorapidity η in Figure 2.10, for the complete tracker as well
as for some of its subsets (pixel detector, inner and outer tracker). The same level of agreement between the fast and full simulations is obtained for each single layer. After tuning, the
total number of radiation lengths traversed in the tracker reaches 1.42X0 at a pseudorapidity
η = 1.65, in agreement with the full geometry. This agreement demonstrates in addition
that the Bremsstrahlung model implemented in FAMOS reproduces that of the full GEANT
simulation.
While being propagated in the magnetic field through the tracker layers, charged particles
experience multiple scattering and energy loss by ionization. The intersections between the
modified trajectories and each tracker layer define the position of “simulated hits”. Each simulated hit is turned with a certain efficiency to a “reconstructed hit”, the position of which
is obtained from a Gaussian smearing of the simulated hit position. In the Silicon tracker,
the Gaussian resolution in each of the 2 directions (longitudinal and transverse to the beam
direction), obtained from a fit of the residuals with respect to the reconstructed charged particle tracks in the full simulation, is essentially a constant for each layer. In the pixel detector,
the Gaussian resolution in each of the 2 directions is parameterized according to the pixel
cluster size (itself generated according to its fully simulated η-dependent distribution) and
on the incident angle of the particles with respect to the layer. This detailed procedure was
developed in view of reproducing the b-tagging performance with the requested level of
accuracy. The accuracy of the parameterization is illustrated in Figure 2.11, in which the
distributions of the reconstructed transverse impact parameter and the corresponding uncertainty for 10 GeV/c single muons generated with a uniform η distribution, are displayed
for fast and full simulations.
To save execution time, no pattern recognition is performed to reconstruct charged particle
tracks. The reconstructed hits belonging to a given simulated charged particle are, instead,
fit to form a reconstructed track, with the same fitting algorithms as in the complete recon-
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Figure 2.10: The number of photons radiated with an energy above 500 MeV by 35 GeV
electrons when traversing the various tracker layers as a function of the pseudorapidity η,
for the fast (triangles with error bars) and the full (histogram) simulation. Shown are the
distributions after the pixel detector, the inner tracker, the outer tracker and the whole tracker
and cables.
struction. This procedure, together with the fact that 2 hits simulated at the same position
are never merged into a single reconstructed hit, may have to be revised in a high luminosity
environment to reproduce the rate of fake tracks and the reconstruction efficiency.

2.6.2

Simulation of the calorimeter response to electrons and photons

The showers of electrons and photons which impinge on the ECAL are simulated in 2 steps.
These electrons and photons may come from the primary vertex, from particle decays, or
from interaction in the tracker material.
In a first step, the shower is developed following the well-tuned Grindhammer parameterization [49], as if the ECAL were an homogeneous medium. This approximation is realistic
because the CMS calorimeter is made of contiguous crystals. In this parameterization, an
electron shower consists of several thousands energy spots, longitudinally distributed according to a Γ function, the parameters of which fluctuate from one shower to the other. The
deposited energy is integrated over 2X0 -thick longitudinal slices, including uncertainties
due to the limited photo-statistics and the longitudinal non-uniformity in the crystals.
In each slice, and as a second step, the energy spots are distributed in space according to
the radial profile of [49] and placed into the actual crystal geometry, under the realistic assumption that no energy is lost in the small inter-crystal gaps. The time used in this step
is kept to a reasonable value by limiting the two-dimensional spot-crystal assignment to a
small 7×7 crystal grid (and even smaller for low energy electrons) in a plane perpendicular
to the shower longitudinal development. The energy collection simulation is then refined
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Figure 2.11: Distributions of (a) the reconstructed transverse impact parameter and (b) the
corresponding uncertainty, for 10 GeV/c single muons generated with a uniform η distribution, in the fast (triangles) and full (histogram) simulations.
by simulating a number of effects such as rear and front leakage, energy losses in the gaps
between ECAL modules, and shower enlargement due to the magnetic field.
In front of the ECAL endcaps, electrons may first cross the preshower. In this case, the corresponding showers are developed from the preshower entrance, and the energy deposit in
each layer is converted into a number of MIPs (with related statistical uncertainties), assigned
to the relevant strips according to the shower radial profile. Very energetic electrons (above
several hundred GeV) can extend their shower substantially beyond the ECAL. A 2X0 -thick
gap between the rear side of the crystals and the entrance of the HCAL is assumed, in which
all the energy integrated from the Γ-distribution tail is lost. The rest is assigned to the HCAL
towers according to the shower radial profile at this depth, and the energy of each spot is
accommodated for an e/π factor.
The Grindhammer parameterization only applies to electrons. Photons are first converted in
the ECAL (or preshower) material at a varying depth (according to the number of radiation
lengths traversed). Each of the resulting e+ e− pairs gives rise to 2 separate showers generated as explained above along the same longitudinal direction and, therefore, with the same
transverse crystal grids.
Finally, at rapidity values not covered by the electromagnetic calorimeter (|η| > 3), electrons
and photons are propagated directly to the forward hadron calorimeter. Here, the detector
response is evaluated from the full simulation of electrons with energies of 30, 100, 300,
1000 and 3000 GeV as a function of pseudorapidity, in a way similar to that explained in
Section 2.6.3.
When all electrons and photons are processed, the electronic noise is simulated and the zero
suppression applied. At last (when the hadron showers are simulated as well, as is explained
in Section 2.6.3), a list of reconstructed hits is built and stored in a format readable by the clustering algorithms, electron reconstruction, etc. Altogether, the various cluster reconstructed
energies in the fast and the full simulations agree at the level of the permil in the ECAL barrel
(Fig. 2.12a), and at the percent level in the endcaps, for energies ranging from 1 GeV to 1 TeV.
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The transverse shower profiles are also adequately reproduced, as is shown in Figure 2.12b,
where the distribution of the ratio of the energy in the most energetic crystal to that in the
surrounding 3×3 crystal window, S1 /S9 , is displayed.
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Figure 2.12: Reconstructed supercluster energy over true energy (a) and S1/S9, the ratio of
the energy in the most energetic crystal to that in the surrounding 3×3 crystal window (b)
for 25 GeV unconverted photons in the barrel, in the fast (triangles with error bars) and full
(histogram) simulation. The vertical scale is arbitrary.

2.6.3

Simulation of the calorimeter response to hadrons

Charged and neutral hadrons are also propagated to the ECAL, HCAL and HF entrance
after their interactions with the tracker layers. Their energy response is derived from the full
simulation in the following way. Single charged pions are fully simulated for pT values of
2, 5, 10, 30, 50, 100 and 300 GeV/c, uniformly distributed in pseudorapidity between −5.0
and +5.0. The reconstructed energy is collected in 5×5 HCAL tower matrices and in the
corresponding 25×25 ECAL crystals. The energy distributions are then sliced into η bins of
0.1. These distributions are fitted to a Gaussian, the mean value and the sigma of which are
tabulated as a function of the energy and pseudorapidity, used in turn to smear the hadron
energy response in the fast simulation. Linear interpolation is used for pT in the range from 2
to 300 GeV/c, and extrapolation for particles with transverse momentum outside this range.
Figures 2.13a and b show the distribution of the single pion transverse energy as a function
of pseudorapidity reconstructed with fast and full simulations, for transverse momenta of 5
and 100 GeV/c.
This smeared energy is then distributed in the calorimeters using parameterized longitudinal
and shower profiles, with shower-to-shower variations, following an approach similar to
that of GFLASH [50]. The actual implementation in FAMOS is, however, slightly different
from that of the original GFLASH, so as to speed up the code and to better adjust the shower
shape and the ECAL energy fraction to the full simulation. Distributions of quantities related
to the shower transverse shapes are displayed in Figure 2.14 for 100 GeV/c pions in the fast
and full simulations.
Other hadrons are simulated as if they were charged pions with the same transverse energy.
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Figure 2.13: Reconstructed transverse energy of pion with (a) pT = 5 GeV/c and (b)
100 GeV/c as a function of pseudorapidity, in the fast simulation (triangles) and the full
simulation (squares). The error bars show the standard deviation of the distribution in each
pseudorapidity bin.
Future plans include specific treatments for 1) neutral hadrons, which do no leave, unlike
charged particles, any signal in the calorimeters prior to the first nuclear interaction; and 2)
protons/neutrons and anti-protons/anti-neutrons, which are expected to behave differently
due to particles stopping and anti-particles annihilating in the detector material.
The performance of the fast and full simulations is best compared with hadronic jet reconstruction. Jets are reconstructed from the energy deposits (reconstructed hits) in each HCAL
tower and the corresponding 5×5 ECAL crystal window, with the Iterative Cone algorithm
and a cone size R = 0.5 in the (η, φ) plane. No jet energy corrections are applied at this level.
Figure 2.15 shows the ratio (mean value and Gaussian sigma) of the reconstructed jet transverse energy to that of the generated jet as a function of jet pseudorapidity, for 2 generated
ET values. The agreement between the fast and the full simulations is satisfactory.
The CASTOR detector extends the calorimetric coverage package in the pseudorapidity range
5.2 < |η| < 6.5. In the fast simulation, the energies of the generated particles undergo a Gaussian smearing according to the relative energy resolution curve of the CASTOR prototype obtained after beam tests at different energies (Chapter 7) and from GEANT 4 simulations. This
Gaussian smearing describes the resolution well. At the time of writing, the CASTOR simulation package considers electromagnetic response while propagation of hadrons is foreseen
for upcoming resolution energy dependence to be obtained from further geometry development and ongoing beam tests.

2.6.4

Simulation of the detector response to muons

At the time of writing, the detailed particle propagation of muons in FAMOS stops at the
entrance of the calorimeters. The implementation of the calorimeter response to muons is
done in a way very much similar to that for pions (Section 2.6.3), with the only difference
that the response (mean value and Gaussian sigma) of fully simulated muons is tabulated
for transverse momenta of 10, 30, 100, 300 GeV/c, and in η regions corresponding to barrel,
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Figure 2.14: Transverse-shower-shape-related distributions for 100 GeV/c pions: (a) Energy
in the central tower; (b) energy in the 3×3 surrounding tower window; and (c) ratio of the
two.
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Figure 2.15: Ratio of the reconstructed to the generated jet ET as a function of jet pseudorapidity for generated ET values between 20 and 30 GeV (a) and between 80 and 120 GeV (b),
in the fast (triangles) and the full (squares) simulations.
endcap and forward hadron calorimeters.
The response of the muon chambers is simply parameterized to reproduce the efficiencies
and resolutions of the full simulation. There are plans, however, to extrapolate the tracks
through the calorimeters, the coil and the muon detectors, with all pertaining interactions, so
that the final tracks can be also reconstructed by fitting all hits, including those in the muon
chambers, as is done in the reconstruction of raw data or data from the full simulation.
The muon detectors enter both at the trigger level and in the final reconstruction. In FAMOS,
muon parameterizations are available which emulate the output of the Level-1 Trigger, that
of the High-Level Trigger (HLT), and the fully reconstructed final offline muon (global muon).
The fast Level-1 Muon trigger relies on 3 quantities, the transverse momentum (with coarse
granularity), the pseudorapidity η, and the azimuthal angle φ. The Level-1 muon pT is derived from the “true” particle pT via a look-up table tuned on the results of the full simulation. The probability of a wrong charge assignment as a function of pT is also taken into
account. It was found adequate to keep the “true” quantities of η and φ. Figure 2.16 shows
the turn-on efficiency curves in the barrel and in the endcaps for the single muon trigger
when the pT trigger threshold is set at 20 GeV/c, determined from a sample of single muons
with uniform distribution in η and φ: the curves for the fast simulation superimpose very
well with those obtained with the full simulation.
The High-Level Muon Trigger provides quickly reconstructed muons whenever a correlation
is found between patterns obtained in the muon chambers and a fast reconstructed track
segment in the inner tracker. The parameterization of the algorithmic efficiency and of the
pT resolution is tuned on the full simulation, while for η and φ, the resolutions given by the
tracker alone are kept. Figure 2.17a shows the corresponding algorithmic selection efficiency
as a function of η for single muons in the fast and in the full simulation.
Global muons are identified and reconstructed offline with full tracker and muon information. In FAMOS, the parameterized global muon keeps the correlation with the muon track in
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the inner tracker and with the muon information recorded by the muon chambers (i.e., with
the Level-1 and HLT information as described above). A parameterization is obtained from a
sample of fully simulated global muons. It accounts for the selection efficiency as a function
of η, φ and pT , and for the Gaussian spread of the reconstructed muon transverse momentum. The pseudorapidity and azimuthal angles determined with the tracker are retained.
To check the overall performance of the above algorithms, events with SUSY Higgs bosons
that decay into 2 muons (with mH,A = 200 GeV/c2 ) were processed through the full and
the fast simulations. The dimuon mass spectra thus obtained are displayed in Figure 2.17b.
The dimuon (algorithmic) selection efficiencies agree within ±1.5%. The reconstructed mean
values and widths of the dimuon mass peaks are 200.0±0.1 (200.1±0.1) GeV/c2 and 3.5±0.1
(3.2 ± 0.1) GeV/c2 for the full (fast) simulations.

Figure 2.16: Level-1 single-muon trigger efficiency in the barrel (a) and in the endcaps (b) as
a function of the generated muon pT , when a threshold of 20 GeV/c is chosen for the Level 1
single muon trigger output, in fast (dots) and full (curve) simulations.

Figure 2.17: (a) Overall Level-1 and High-level trigger efficiency for single muons, as a
function of the generated η, and (b) reconstructed dimuon mass spectra in events where a
Higgs particle decays into µ+ µ− , in fast (dots) and full (curve) simulations.
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2.7 Event selection and reconstruction
Reconstruction is the operation of constructing physics quantities from the raw data collected
in the experiment. As a software process, reconstruction is therefore the procedure of data
reduction whose main client is the data analysis.
The reconstruction process is seen as a collection of independent units, each one providing
a set of corresponding reconstructed objects as output. Each reconstruction unit is implemented in the Framework (Section 2.2.2) as an “EDProducer,” which retrieves information,
in the form of “EDProducts,” from the input event, and produces and adds to the event
new EDProducts. The following section describes the underlying software design of the
reconstruction, whereas the specific algorithms and performance of the reconstruction are
described in the detector chapters.
Reconstruction units may use as input
• EDProducts provided by the DAQ system (real data) or by a simulation program
(simulated data);
• EDProducts produced by other reconstruction units;

• “EventSetup” information, i.e. event-independent environmental data, e.g. detector description, detector status, calibrations, alignment;
• “ParameterSet” data, i.e. parameters to steer the reconstruction algorithms.

The reconstruction process can be divided into 3 steps, corresponding to local reconstruction
within an individual detector module, global reconstruction within a whole detector, and
combination of these reconstructed objects to produce higher-level objects.
The reconstruction units providing local reconstruction in a detector module use as input
real data from the DAQ system or simulated data representing the real data. These data
in either case are called “digis”. The output from the reconstruction units are “RecHits,”
reconstructed hits which are typically position measurements (from times or clusters of strips
or pixels) in tracking-type detectors (Muon and Tracker systems) and calorimetric clusters in
Calorimeter systems. The RecHits are added to the event as EDProducts, and used as the
input to the global reconstruction.
In the global reconstruction step information from the different modules of a subdetector are
combined, although information from different subdetectors is not. For example, Tracker
RecHits are used to produce reconstructed charged particle tracks and Muon RecHits are
used to produce candidate muon tracks. Once again, the objects produced are added to the
event as EDProducts.
The final reconstruction step combines reconstructed objects from individual subdetectors to
produce higher-level reconstructed objects suitable for high-level triggering or for physics
analysis. For example, tracks in the Tracker system and tracks in the Muon system are
combined to provide final muon candidates, and electron candidates from the Calorimeter system are matched to tracks in the Tracker system. Figure 2.7 shows how different
units/products are combined to form a high level product, and represents an implementation of the flow shown in Figure 2.1.
Reconstruction is performed as a Framework application (Section 2.2.2), in which all steps
are explicitly scheduled in advance, and care is taken to ensure that any EDProduct required
by a given reconstruction unit will have already been prepared by a prior reconstruction
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unit.
Different reconstruction units may produce the same EDProduct, to allow convenient substitution of different algorithms which produce the same objects. The “Provenance” (Section 2.2.2.4) mechanism in each case provides a full record of the generation path of each
product.
Simulation

DAQ

Tracker Digis

Simulation

Muon Digis

Muon StandAlone

Tracker StandAlone

DAQ

Muon RecHits

Tracker RecHits

Tracks

Muon Candidate

Muon

Figure 2.18: Path to produce a Muon using information from Tracker and Muon Systems.

2.7.1

Organization of the reconstruction code

The reconstruction code is packaged in separate modules, providing the granularity necessary for incremental development and release.
The algorithms for local and global reconstruction within a subdetector reside in separate
modules. For example, for the Tracker these are RecoLocalTracker and RecoTracker. The
product definitions EDProduct are grouped in a module called DataFormats, which is sufficient to interpret data files. The global reconstruction code, as in the third step described
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above, resides again in different modules (i.e. RecoTracking, RecoJets, etc.)
The same code is designed to run in the environment of offline reconstruction and the HighLevel Trigger (HLT, Section 2.3). In general, the algorithms are the same, while the parameters used for the 2 use cases are different. For offline reconstruction, a global approach is
used, in which all the detector parts are analyzed and reconstructed with the best available
set of parameters, without constraints on the processing time (at least to first approximation). When the same code is used in the HLT, the set of parameters is optimized to give the
best reconstruction within reasonable processing time, and the reconstruction is regional, i.e.
only the regions of the detector from which a Level-1 trigger was received are considered.

2.7.2

Local reconstruction

Local reconstruction in individual detector modules leads to RecHits, which contain information about the energy deposition and positions of the particles interacting in the detectors.
In the Tracker detectors (strips and pixels), local reconstruction algorithms search for strips
/ pixels with a signal exceeding a threshold, and use these as seeds for clusters. Clusters are
built by adding neighboring strips/pixels.
In the Muon Drift Chambers (DTs), local reconstruction provides the position of a muon hit
in a drift cell, determined from the drift time measurement and the effective drift velocity.
Three-dimensional track segments within a superlayer are built from hits in each component
layer.
In the Muon Cathode Strip Chambers (CSCs), local reconstruction provides position and
time of arrival of a muon hit from the distribution of charge induced on the cathode strips.
Two-dimensional hits are obtained in each layer, and these can be combined to create threedimensional track segments within each chamber (of 6 layers).
In the Muon Resistive Plate Chambers (RPCs), local reconstruction gives the position of a
muon hit from the position of clusters of hit strips.
In the Electromagnetic Calorimeter (ECAL), local reconstruction identifies the position, time
of arrival, and energy of localized electromagnetic energy depositions.
In the Hadron Calorimeter (HCAL), local reconstruction likewise identifies the position,
time, and energy of localized hadronic energy depositions.

2.7.3

Global reconstruction

The global reconstruction algorithms use the objects created in the local reconstruction within
a single detector module, combining them with the objects arising from other modules of the
same subdetector to produce further objects which represent the best measurement from
that subdetector. At this stage, no attempt is made to link the information from different
subdetectors; this is part of the later Combined Reconstruction step (Section 2.7.4).
• Reconstruction in the Tracker system: in the high multiplicity charged-particle
environment of pp collisions at LHC, a global tracking approach is unlikely to be
an efficient use of computing resources. Instead, specialized approaches can serve
different use cases, e.g. low/high pT tracks, searches for displaced vertices, etc.
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In order to satisfy multiple use cases, different reconstruction units must be permitted to run in parallel, each producing a set of tracks applicable to a specific
use case. CMS has implemented and tested several different tracking algorithms,
each implemented in a common framework in which the various components,
from seed finding to propagation and final fit, are cleanly separated and modularized. More than one algorithm is usually available for each component, allowing
an easy adaptation to different use cases. Additional information can be found
in 6.4.
• Reconstruction in the Calorimeter system: a Calorimetric Tower (CaloTower)
links matching clusters in ECAL and HCAL to produce a projective tower in the
calorimetry system. The towers have a definite position in the (η, φ) plane, and
hence can be used as the basis for Jet reconstruction as described in Section 2.7.4.3.
• Reconstruction in the Muon system: global reconstruction in the Muon system is
often called “Standalone muon” since it does not make use of Tracker hits; and it
is also used in the Level 2 trigger algorithms. The reconstruction makes use of the
track hits and track segments from the local reconstruction step in the individual
muon subdetector modules of the CSC, DT, and RPC detectors. The algorithm
starts from the locally-reconstructed muon track segments. A segment in one of
the innermost detector stations (those closest to the interaction point) is used as
a seed for a Kalman filter, which builds trajectories in the radially-increasing direction. A χ2 cut is applied to reject hits unlikely to be associated with the track,
which can arise from showering, delta rays, and pair production. The trajectory
is propagated using a detailed map of the magnetic field and taking account of
energy loss in the detector material (mainly the steel of the magnet return yoke),
until the outermost detector layer of the Muon system is reached. A backward
Kalman filter is then applied, working from outside in, and the track parameters
are defined at the innermost muon station. Finally, the track is extrapolated to the
nominal interaction point and a vertex-constrained fit to the track parameters is
performed. In this fit, since the magnetic field is inhomogeneous and nonuniform
in the 2 endcap regions, the two-dimensional hits in CSC layers are used instead
of the track segments which were used for seeding. Additional information can
be found in Section 9.1.1.

2.7.4

Combined reconstruction–high level objects

The final stage of reconstruction combines input objects created in the global reconstruction within each subdetector detector, creating objects based on the complete CMS detector.
For example, a standalone muon candidate can be extrapolated into the Tracker detector,
thus improving the measured muon track parameters using the high precision of the Tracker
measurements. Another common example is matching of ECAL and HCAL clusters and
their combination into jet candidates. These examples and others are discussed in the following subsections.
2.7.4.1

Photon and electron identification

The global selection of electrons and photons proceeds in 3 steps. The first step uses the
Calorimeter information only. The second step requires hits in the pixel detectors, consistent with an electron candidate. The success of the matching of an ECAL “supercluster”
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(Section 10.1) to hits in the pixel detector flags the candidate as an electron; otherwise, the
candidate is flagged as a photon. In the final step, the selection of electrons uses full track
reconstruction, seeded from the pixel hits obtained by the matching step. The selection of
photons can instead use isolation cuts and rejection of π 0 s based on lateral shower shape
and the reconstruction of converted photons. See Sections 10.3 and 10.4 for additional information.
2.7.4.2 Muon identification
Global muon identification starts from the Standalone muon, adding associated silicon tracker
hits and performing a final fit to the track.
Isolation criteria can be applied to the muon candidates to provide additional rejection, using the number of pixel tracks in a region around the projected muon trajectory. This suppresses nonprompt muons from b, c, and K decays. Additional information is available in
Section 9.1.
2.7.4.3 Jet reconstruction
Jet reconstruction in pp collisions aims to reconstruct and identify jets arising from the hadronization of a scattered parton, in order to reconstruct its direction and energy. Many reconstruction algorithms exist in the literature, and vary in speed, efficiency, and resolution.
Most algorithms use a clustering technique, in which calorimetric towers close in (η, φ) to a
high ET tower are summed together, subject to some constraints. For example, in the cone
algorithm, a seed tower is selected (typically according to high ET ) and then all objects sufficiently close in (η, φ) are used to form a proto-jet. The process of association is iterated until
the parameters of the proto-jet have stabilized, and then the associated towers are considered to comprise a jet candidate. The procedure is repeated with the remaining unassociated
towers, until no seeding tower with sufficiently high ET remains.
2.7.4.4

Missing ET reconstruction

Many channels of discovery at the LHC present as a clear signature for new physics a large
missing transverse energy (for example, SUSY decays with a LSP escaping detection by
CMS). A large effort has been placed on the design of calorimeters to have as complete η
coverage as possible to allow for the needed measurement accuracy.
2.7.4.5 Data tiers in CMS
Within the current understanding, the CMS Event Data Model distinguishes between
• FEVT (Full EVenT): all the data collections from all the producers, plus the RAW
data; useful for debugging and probably only at the startup. It is expected to
require 1–2 MB/event.
• RECO (RECOnstructed Data): contains selected objects from reconstruction modules; it is still quite large, at the level of 500 kB/event.
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• AOD (Analysis Object Data): a subset of the previous, containing only highlevel objects; should be sufficient for most analyses and substantially smaller than
RECO (50 kB/event).
2.7.4.6 RECO/AOD objects
Objects contained in the RECO data tier are a subset of Event data specifically for analysis
tasks. At the current status of development of CMSSW, all the basic objects up to the level of
tracks and jets have been defined, and are listed in Table 2.2. The objects are designed in such
a way as to provide useful information for analyses without requiring external information,
like the magnetic field or geometry. Care is also taken in separating core quantities (the ones
which must survive in each information tier) from extra quantities, which can be stripped
out if smaller data sizes are needed. Some higher level objects must still be introduced to
fulfil physics analyses; most notably, in Table 2.2, objects for b-tagged and τ -tagged jets are
currently missing. These will be implemented soon as an extension to the objects described
here (for example, extending the jet object with tagging quantities). A possible solution (one
of several possible) is shown in Table 2.3.

2.8 Calibration and alignment
Calibration and alignment information are part of a larger class of data referred to as “nonevent data.” These data are gathered during the construction and operational phases for the
experiment and are needed to fully understand the physics data collected from the detector.
CMS has identified 4 logical categories of nonevent data: 1) Construction, 2) Equipment
management, 3) Configuration and 4) Conditions. The data have been classified according
to their needs for metadata (data to describe the data) and are described in the following
sections.

2.8.1

Different source of technical data

2.8.1.1

Construction data

During production of the detector, data are gathered about the construction process and the
produced items. Some of the construction data also belong in the data categories described
below and will therefore be moved to the common data storage at the end of the construction
phase. The CMS subdetectors will keep their construction data available for the lifetime of
the experiment enabling them to trace possible production errors. The construction data and
its storage will not be described further in this document.
2.8.1.2

Equipment management data

Detector items should be tracked to log their history of placement and repairs. The classification of CERN as INB (Installation Nucleaire de Base) requires additionally to keep a
continuous trace of the location of irradiated items. Equipment management data therefore
include these location history for all items being installed at the experiment. They contain
detector parts as well as off-detector electronics. The required metadata are the interval of
validity (IOV).
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Table 2.2: RECO Objects in CMSSW.
System
TrackReco

Object
Track
TrackExtra

VertexReco

Vertex

MuonReco

Muon

EGammaReco

Cell
BasicCluster
Cluster
SuperCluster
EGammaCandidate
Gamma
Electron

JetReco

CaloJet

METReco

miss
ET

HLTReco

HLTResult

Contains core track info, like helix parameters,
covariance matrix, fit χ2 , number of hits.
contains, for a given track, outermost extrapolation and references to reconstructed hits
used.
Contains position and covariance matrix,
number of degrees of freedom, references to
used tracks.
Extends a Track adding Muon System specific
objects.
Stores energy, η, φ, position, layer code.
A cluster of Cells; stores energy, position, uncorrected energy, χ2 and references to Cells.
Contains energy, position, η-φ covariance, π 0
discriminator, radius.
Contains ET , η, φ, position, uncorrected energy, reference to the seeding cluster, reference
to the clusters.
Contains reference to the SuperCluster, plus
trigger information.
Contains ET , η, φ, primary vertex along z, isolation, reference to the EGammaCandidate.
Contains ET , η, φ from both clusters and track,
track charge, E/p, hadronic fraction, ∆η, isolation, references to EGammaCluster and Track.
Stores 4-momentum as a TLorentzVector, references to the constituent CaloTowers, energy
in ECAL and HCAL.
Stores missing ET in x and y, corrected and
uncorrected.
Contains an array of bits, packed into 16-bit
words.

Table 2.3: Additional objects needed for physiscs analyses; one possible implementation.
System
Object
b-Tagging
BTaggedJet
Contains b-tagging information (and reference
to) for a jet.
JetWithTracks
Contains b-tagging information for a jet, and
gives access to the tracks.
Tau Tagging TauJetWithTracks Contains a tau jet giving access to the individual Tracks.
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Configuration data

The data needed to bring the detector to a running mode are classified as configuration data.
These comprise voltage settings of power supplies as well as programmable parameters for
front-end electronics. The configuration data will have versions and tags of consistent sets
of versioned configurations as metadata.
2.8.1.4

Conditions data

Conditions data include several types of information and the use in the online and offline
environments are somewhat different. In the online system conditions data are used for
post-mortem analysis of detector errors. In the offline the conditions are needed for event
reconstruction as well as data quality monitoring. The conditions needed offline are a subset
of the online conditions. The conditions metadata are interval of validity, version and tag.
Unfortunately a unique classification of data items into the above classes is not possible. A
configuration for instance becomes a condition, once it has been used in the detector. The
general data flow can be described as follows: configuration data are prepared using the
equipment management information and loaded into all of the subdetector systems.

2.8.2

Calibration and alignment data

Calibration and alignment are special cases of conditions data needed offline to characterize
the detector running conditions for particular periods of time. The offline conditions subset is extracted from the online nonevent data and sent to the offline sites. Prompt or first
time reconstruction of Event data is performed using the offline conditions data. A better
understanding of the detector with time will require more careful calibration and alignment
by creation of new versions of conditions data.
2.8.2.1

Conditions database architecture

The initial nonevent data repository on the online side is called Online Master Data Storage
(OMDS). It holds the configuration and online conditions data of all systems. In addition
common data sets like the equipment management data, the detector geometry and the electronics logbook are stored here. The offline conditions subset is cached at the experiment site
in a database referred to as ORCON (Offline ReConstruction ON line subset). The conditions
data needed by the HLT farm will be accessed from ORCON. Data will then be transferred
to ORCOF (Off line ReConstruction OFfline subset) which is the main conditions database
for the CERN Tier 0 and Tier 1 computing centres. From ORCOF, data will be distributed
to the other tiered computing centres. Calibrated data will be written back to ORCOF and
transferred to ORCON if required by the HLT. The underlying database technology for all
online and offline databases will be Oracle [51].
2.8.2.2

Condition database online model

Online conditions data comprise data describing the detector configuration, status and logging information. The online conditions data are stored in a relational database with schemas
customized for the needs of each subdetector. This enables searching and comparing values
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needed to perform error tracking and other diagnostic and operational activities. Each subsystem has specific database tables holding their own conditions data. Only a small subset
of the online conditions will be transferred to the offline system.
Because Oracle is used for online and offline databases, intrinsic mechanisms for the transfer
and synchronization between on and offline can be used. The only meta-information needed
for conditions data is the time of validity, and therefore all data items must have a start and
end time associated with them. The end time might be “open ended” showing that this
data item is currently valid. To take the ambiguities between configuration and conditions
data into account, conditions data might just be a link to a specific configuration, where its
IOV indicates the period for which these configuration parameters are valid. The online
to offline transfer mechanism will resolve those links, ensure that at least one copy of the
corresponding configuration data exists in the offline conditions DB, and create an offline
IOV referencing those parameters.
2.8.2.3

Condition database HLT/offline model

Applications using the conditions data, e.g. reconstruction software, get the data from the
offline database through the “EventSetup” system in the framework (Section 2.2.3.2). The
database software is responsible for providing a data source implementation to the interface
defined by the EventSetup. The connection between the data source and the EventSetup
guarantees that the data being delivered to the user are valid for the current event.
The Object-Relational (OR) database in POOL (POOL-ORA) [44] is the baseline technology
for the CMS offline conditions database software. The POOL-ORA implementation sits on
top of a generic relational database layer that hides the underlying relational database technology from the user.
The POOL-ORA interface used for handling nonevent data is identical to that of POOL used
for handling event data. The essence of the object-relational approach of POOL is that the
transient object model drives the database data model. The designers of the offline data
model are unaware of the tabular representation of the data in the database. The offline
database schema is automatically created from the definitions of the persistent-capable objects by following the Object Relational Mapping (ORM) rules. The data are retrieved from
the underlying relational database then stored as C++ objects in memory by following the
SEAL [52] dictionary information and then finding the corresponding entries in the OR mapping files.
2.8.2.4

Tools for transfer from online to HLT/offline databases

A mechanism is being developed for the Online to Offline Database transfer and transformation. It will move and translate the online data to a form that will meet the offline POOLORA requirements. This tool provides a generic data movement for all the subdetectors to
the databases used for HLT and offline. Data can be transferred from online to offline using
a script or compiled application. Since Oracle is employed for both instances of views (a
view is a customized slice of a table or set of tables), other Oracle specific approaches might
be used. In order to trigger the data transfer process either a “cron” job or some other driving mechanism will be employed. This trigger process will be configurable and might be
different for different types of data or various subdetector groups.
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Some subdetectors (Tracker) store their data in BLOBs (Binary Large OBjects), whereas subdetectors like HCAL store their data in numeric fields, and data will be selected from the
Online database in the format that is needed for the Offline side. This tool also provides
a mechanism to monitor the data which is transferred from the Online to Offline database.
Moreover a fail safe mechanism is required to check that the transferred data is correctly
synchronized. Once data is transformed and transferred to the Offline side to match the
POOL-ORA API, these tables will be used to generate POOL-ORA objects for the event reconstruction as well as other physics analysis purposes.
2.8.2.5

Offline access and deployment

Offline access to the detector nonevent data is through a system of servers that connect to the
offline database. The approach is that of FroNTier [53] that uses a Tomcat server [54] to extract information from the database through a network of proxy caching servers, specifically
Squids [55], to CMS client applications. This approach has many advantages over a system
of direct client connections to the database server as it significantly reduces the activity to
the central database. All of the servers in the system are stateless, which means they can
“failover” (automatically switch) to other redundant servers providing a reliable and “performant” system. Connections to the Oracle server originate from the Tomcat server and are
pooled together and carefully managed.
The system is made robust by providing several parallel Tomcat servers at the Tier-0 computing centre that provide load balancing and failover capabilities. The deployment of the
system is straightforward with an instance of the Squid proxy-caching server needed at each
Tier-1 and Tier-n centre. The clients connect through the Squid proxy-caching servers and
data returned to the client are cached locally in the server. For the client, this entire mechanism is hidden behind the POOL API and only a connection string is configured in the offline
software to enable it.
The FroNTier approach is considered the baseline solution for distributing calibration and
alignment data. An alternative also being considered employs a distributed database system that replicates the needed portions of the database to remote sites. This is done by the
replication through Oracle streams, or by MySQL or other database technologies.

2.8.3

Calibration and alignment model

2.8.3.1

Calibration

Calibration is based on detector signal measurements taken under controlled conditions.
These data are characterized by several parameters per electronic channel, e.g. pedestal,
gain, time offset, drift velocity, dead and hot channels, and others. The data are often collected for sets of channels within a given subdetector, and an algorithm is used to produce a
calibration set that is considered valid for a certain interval of time called Interval Of Validity
(IOV). The calibration information for any given IOV can have one or more versions of the
calculation of the calibration values made with different algorithms. This version information might be made of both an algorithm name and version to allow for different algorithms,
and slight changes to a particular algorithm. The procedure varies considerably from detector to detector.
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2.8.3.1.1 Calorimeter calibration
HCAL uses a radioactive source fed through a small
tube to each tower as the starting point of its gain calibration. The signals produced by this
source are recorded as a function of the position of the source in the module, and a gain calculated based on an algorithm. Pedestals are measured when the module is completely quiet,
with no sources of energy. Electronic noise causes the pedestals to fluctuate and an algorithm
is used to determine the best value for each channel. It is anticipated that the HCAL gain
and pedestals will not vary significantly over many days or weeks of operation. The ECAL
calibration is much more challenging due to the very high precison that is being sought. The
target intercalibration precision is ≈ 0.5%. Many small effects which are negligible at lower
precision need to be treated with care as this level of precision is approached. The nature
and technology of the ECAL provides no convenient or a priori way of intercalibrating the
channels and the target precision can only by achieved using physics events. A further complication is the changing transparency of the lead-tungstate crystals with radiation exposure,
due to the formation of colour centres and subsequent annealing. The transparency is measured for each crystal approximately every 20 minutes by injecting laser pulses and reading
out the response.
2.8.3.2 Alignment
A precision alignment of the CMS tracking devices—pixel, microstrip, and muon detectors—
is one of the most challenging offline calibration tasks CMS faces. A detailed description of
the general alignment concepts and the procedures involved for the muon and Tracker are
presented in Sections 3.2.2 and 6.6, respectively. This section is devoted to an overview of
the application and storage of alignment data in the context of the offline condition service.
A set of alignment corrections for an active detector element used in the reconstruction, such
as a silicon sensor or a muon chamber, is defined to be a vector containing 6 terms: δx, δy,
δz, and, δα, δβ, δγ where the first 3 represent the displacements of the 3 translation degrees
of freedom while the last 3 define Euler angle corrections for the 3 possible rotations. All
corrections are calculated with respect to the ideal geometry as delivered by the geometry
service (Section 2.4.1). Therefore, the ideal geometry together with a set of alignment corrections defines a new reconstruction geometry. Similar to all other calibrations that need to
be made available in the offline software framework, the alignment corrections are stored as
POOL-ORA objects and queried via the standard framework tools.
2.8.3.2.1 Microstrip and pixel detector alignment
While track-based alignment is the
main source of alignment corrections, also the Laser Alignment System (LAS) of the Microstrip detector will provide important information about the alignment of the high level
support structures for the Microstrip detector. Although the alignment corrections stemming
from track-based and LAS alignment are usually defined at different levels of detector geometry granularity (i.e. the LAS provides corrections for support structures, while the track
based alignment can align individual sensors), the framework provides a consistent treatment of the different alignment corrections to insure a well-defined reconstruction geometry.
Currently it is believed that a full alignment of the Microstrip and Pixel Detector down to
the lowest level of granularity will be carried out every 4 to 5 days. This time estimate is
mainly based on the number of tracks originating from Z → µµ and W → µν decays that
can be recorded at low luminosity. In the future it is foreseen to also study other tracks from
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central interactions for the alignment. If this is successful, the alignment of the roughly 20 000
active elements in the tracker reconstruction can be carried out within a single day.
2.8.3.2.2 Muon chamber alignment
Similar to the Microstrip detector, the muon system also possesses a hardware alignment system. Therefore the alignment corrections from
both the hardware alignment and the track-based alignment needs to be properly merged in
order to obtain the final reconstruction geometry. However, in contrast to the Tracker, the
overall number of elements to be aligned is significantly smaller. With roughly 1000 chambers only 6000 alignment parameters are needed for the Muon chambers. It is also expected
that the frequency of geometry updates due to changes in the alignment is significantly less
for the Muon chambers than for the Microstrip and Pixel Detectors.

2.9 Data quality monitoring
The Physics and Data Quality Monitoring system (DQM) aims at providing a homogeneous
monitoring environment across various applications related to data taking at CMS. Its infrastructure must be fairly flexible and easily customizable so as to be usable by different groups
across the experiment. Applications that can benefit from a unified approach to monitoring
range from the high-level trigger algorithms in the Filter Farm to local DAQ supervision by
a subdetector group up to off-line reconstruction jobs carrying out “production validation”.
The primary goal of the DQM system is however to guarantee the quality of physics data
collected by the general data acquisition.
The DQM infrastructure provides a generic interface independent of the specific technology
implementation for the creation and update of monitoring objects (e.g. histograms), allowing direct insertion of monitoring statements in the reconstruction code. Producers publish
a list of available information to be delivered to consumers upon connection. They accept
subscription requests for delivery of regular updates of a given piece of information. The
DQM infrastructure provides functionality to collect and organize information received from
a number of producers, and redirect it to consumers according to their subscription requests.
This interface can be accessed from standalone programs, or can be used from within reconstruction applications and modules. On the client side, tools are provided for evaluating the
consistency of received information to reference information retrieved from a database, update these references, set thresholds, raise alarms, and create error messages for use by the
central error logging facility.

2.9.1

Architecture

The DQM framework is designed to deal with sets of objects (“monitoring elements”, or
ME) from the creation in monitoring producers (“sources”), to the organization and redistribution, on a periodical basis, in the “collectors,” to their final use by clients. Sources are
defined as individual nodes that have either direct access to or can process and produce information we are interested in. The creation and update of MEs at the source can be the
result of processing input event data (event consumers) or input monitor elements (monitor
consumers).
At the other end of this architecture are the monitoring information consumers (“clients”).
Clients are notified of available monitoring information (“monitorables”) from all sources
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combined. They can subscribe to and receive periodic updates of any desired subset of the
monitorables, in a classic implementation of the “publish-subscribe” service. A hierarchical
system of collector nodes is responsible for the communication between sources and clients
(e.g. subscription requests) and the actual monitoring transfer. These nodes serve as collectors for the sources and as monitoring servers for the clients.
In order to minimize the interference with the “main” application running in the source
process (e.g. analysis, calibration/alignment, trigger algorithm, etc), DQM operations at the
source are reduced to a minimum. All CPU-intensive tasks (e.g. comparison to reference
monitoring element, display, database storage, etc.) are to be carried out at the client’s side.
The above design aims at
• shielding the sources from connecting clients that could slow down the main application or threaten the stability of the source
• facilitating the quick transfer of the monitoring information from the sources to
the collectors.
To this end, sources are connected to only 1 collector each (but a collector can connect to
multiple sources). Clients do not have direct access to the sources. All source-client communication is carried out through the collector (or collectors).
In this design, the production of the monitoring information is clearly separated from the collection and the processing. The collectors act as the “middle man”: they are responsible for
advertising the monitorables to different clients and serve monitoring requests. The nature
of the collection and processing of the monitoring information is statistical by construction.
In particular, the DQM
• is meant to help the experts identify problems that occur (and are monitored) over
a period of time and is not expected to be capable of spotting punctual problems
• does not give access to particular events

• does not guarantee that 2 clients will receive identical monitoring information

2.9.2

Components and data flow

The DQM infrastructure supports various monitorable types. 1D-, 2D- and 3D-histograms,
1D- and 2D-profiles, scalars (integer and real numbers) and string messages can be booked
and filled/updated anywhere in the context of reconstruction and analysis code. The infrastructure takes care of publishing, tracking updates, and transporting these updates to subscriber processes. The DQM infrastructure does not provide support for publishing/transport
of individual event data. Distribution of data to “event consumers” is provided by a separate system (see Section 2.3.2.2). Access to booking, filling and modifying MEs is provided
via abstract interfaces in every component. MEs are organized in directory structures with
virtually unlimited depth, from which monitor consumers can “pick and choose”. In every
component, it is possible at any point in time to create root-tuples with “snapshots” of the
monitoring structure for debugging and reference.
2.9.2.1

Sources

Data Quality Monitoring services available to the source not only keep track of updates to
existing monitor elements, they also enable dynamic modifications to the monitoring struc-
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ture. The list of available monitoring information can be modified at run-time by booking or
deleting MEs via the public DQM service interface. Updated information from an individual
source is distributed to all consumers (through the collector) by an update task (MonitorDaemon) running periodically is a separate thread of the source process. The interval between
2 MonitorDaemon updates, which defines a monitoring cycle, can be configured for each
individual source process. A “reset” switch can be used to specify for each ME whether
monitoring contents should be reset at the end of a cycle2 .
The MonitorDaemon maintains the connection with the collector and uses the DQM service
to collect updates to be transmitted to it. The main application (which could be a critical one,
like a HLT process), is not affected by the failure of a downstream component in the DQM
system As an example, the source can continue to run even if the connection to the collector
is lost (e.g. the collector has crashed).
2.9.2.2

Collectors

Collectors serve as dispatch points between sources and clients. Unlike sources and clients,
collectors are completely standardized and do not need any customization. A collector accepts network connections from sources and clients. A source can post messages to the collector advertising available monitor contents. All connected clients are dispatched with the
entire published content available at the collector. The collector receives subscription messages from clients that are relayed to the appropriate sources. When a source sends an update
message containing new data, this is relayed to all subscribed clients. Individual sources and
clients can be added or removed at run-time. The collector is responsible of keeping track of
active connections.
2.9.2.3

Clients

A generic DQM client application is distinct from a source in that it normally only deals
with monitor data, and not with event data. Client input comes in the form of updates of
subscribed information from one or more collector instances the client is connected to. As
mentioned above, connections can be dropped without affecting the overall functionality of
the DQM system and its sources. Standard components are provided that allow the client to:
• start and configure itself, making connections to the relevant collector(s)

• load an initial subscription list at configuration; this list can be later edited and
saved
• be notified of the data taking configuration (DAQ configuration, trigger tables)
and of run start and stop
• subscribe to selected subsets of data available from the connected sources
• add or remove available items from the subscription list at runtime

• receive and keep track of periodic updates of monitoring information from multiple sources
• collate information from different sources

2

This option should be turned on for MEs that describe dynamic content (e.g. hit occupancy of a subdetector)
and off for MEs that describe accumulating quantities (e.g. number of events processed, number of errors, or
counters of rare events).
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• maintain a local list of available data; this includes all input data, results of collation, and all other monitor data created in the client itself
• create groups of monitor elements for analysis or display

• create and attach rules to monitor elements: these rules are evaluated for each
update and used for diagnostic reports
Client applications must be customized for the use by an individual subsystem.
2.9.2.4 Client customization
As discussed in Section 2.9.1, the majority of the operations involving MEs takes place on
the client side. Here we list a set of tools used to customize these tasks, accessible only by
clients.
• Analysis tools for monitoring element operations: “reset”, “accumulate”, “collate”, “compare to reference”.
• Status flags to summarize with a single discrete parameter the status of hierarchical components of a subsystem. This is convenient for summary pages on a
GUI that can give the overall status of components subdetector e.g. through a
colour-coded system. Problem flags can be set according to rules, alarms raised or
masked.
• Archival facility to store (and retrieve) custom sets of MEs to be “played back”,
used as reference, or for historical analysis
• Graphical User Interface to give interactive access to the custom operations discussed in this section via a standard set of graphical interface widgets, and to
provide visual feedback to the user (overall and hierarchical status display, representative plots)
• Display of arbitrary sets of monitor elements

Generic graphic clients are also provided that can be connected to a given application, allowing the standard DQM interface to be visualized as complex live displays of monitor
information.

2.9.3

Control flow

DQM applications that are part of the online systems are controlled as a whole by a “DQM
Supervisor” which runs under the general Run Control. The DQM Supervisor is responsible
for the central initiation of all relevant processes and the transmission of common configuration information to them. All DQM clients implement a standardized state machine and
states are constantly reported to the supervisor to give feedback to the shift crew in case
problems are detected. Run Control also uses the Supervisor to notify all clients when a run
is started or ended.
During the lifetime of a DQM client, interaction with the user happens through individual
application control interfaces based on the web protocol.
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Subdetector monitoring

Implementation of DQM tools is under active development by the different subdetector
groups. The current focus has been on addressing the short-term operational needs of the
Cosmic Challenge. For example, a Drift Tubes DQM histogram browser with a GUI based
on I GUANA (see following section) has been used to monitor the drift tubes as part of the
commissioning effort at SX5 (Fig. 2.19). This development will continue on to the development of monitoring programs for the long-term needs of the subdetectors. A discussion of
the amount of information and resources which are necessary to monitor the operation and
performance of each subsystem is given in the subsequent subdetector chapters.

Figure 2.19: Screen shot of the Drift Tubes DQM browser of online data sources: occupancy
and time boxes subscription, using the interactive I GUANA GUI and tree controller to display
several embedded ROOT canvas components. The data sources are the cosmics muons taken
at SX5 during commissioning of the installed DT.

2.10 Visualization
Visualization is an essential part of physics analysis and is an invaluable debugging tool in
a wide variety of areas including: offline simulation and reconstruction (event display), data
analysis, test beams, and detector monitoring in the commissioning and running phases.
An effective visualization system should act as a highly intuitive tool that allows the user to
rapidly navigate through the complex event data structures and their associated contextual
data, such as detector configuration. Users should be able to explore the features of the data
that are of specific interest to themselves, without being overwhelmed by the other data.
Depending on the context, the user should be offered different views of the data, such as: 2D
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(slices and projections of events and the detector); 3D (perspective and orthographic views
of events and the detector); 1D and 2D histograms (e.g. cell maps or lego plots of calorimeter
energies); or text views (e.g. tables of track parameters).
A coherent graphical user interface (GUI) enables the user to control the behavior of the
application supporting actions such as: display (selected parts of) event; display (selected
parts of) detector; define magnification and orientation of view; and select items in the views
(e.g. by mouse) and get feedback (e.g. textual data about selected objects). In order to see
only features of interest to individual users, the GUI controls should allow users to control
the visibility, colors, and transparency of individual objects and groups of objects and select
them either individually or using filters based on, for example, their properties such as name,
composition, density.
The CMS visualization philosophy is based on the following tenets:
1. Exploit existing public-domain graphics tools as much as possible.
This provides better functionality at lower cost (than in-house equivalents).
2. Build a generic toolkit of graphics representations and viewers to support event data
and detector visualization needs, based on the afore-mentioned public-domain tools.
This maximizes re-use of components across applications (simulation, reconstruction,
etc.) and environments (online, offline, or even other experiments).
3. Keep experiment-specific software decoupled from graphics software through the use
of relatively modest pieces of “adapter” code.
This enables the CMS systems to evolve and be maintained independently of the bulk
of the graphics systems, to facilitate the integration of new graphics toolkits and versions, and to enable new applications to be rapidly developed as new needs arise.

2.10.1

Design of visualization software

The tenets above are reflected in the structure of the CMS visualization systems, which is
shown schematically in Figure 2.20. The core of the visualization is the Interactive Graphics
for User Analysis (I GUANA) system [56, 57, 58]. This is a generic HEP visualization toolkit,
mostly written in C++, which has an emphasis on detector and event display. Although it
was primarily developed in the context of CMS, it is deliberately designed to be completely
independent of CMS software. Therefore it may be freely used by other experiments (for example DØ has produced an event display using I GUANA). I GUANA relies on a few generally
available external graphics packages, notably: OpenInventor and OpenGL for performant
2D/3D graphics [59] and the Qt Graphical User Interface toolkit [60].
I GUANA extends these basic toolkits to provide HEP extensions for the following:
• graphics representations;

• viewers / controller components;

• desktop and web-based graphical user interface clients.

The graphics representations correspond to common physics objects (e.g. lines represent
tracks, ellipsoids represent vertices, cones represent jets, etc.), as well as detector elements
(e.g. trapezoids, conic sections, etc.). The full range of GEANT4 shapes is supported.
The viewers / controllers are graphical window elements (widgets) and GUI control elements (e.g. a 2D event display canvas or a tree widget for browsing a hierarchical data
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Example: Web client for CMS Online
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Figure 2.20: Schematic structure of the CMS visualization systems, showing the CMS-specific
software, the external graphics systems, and the I GUANA toolkit.
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structure). These viewers display and allow the manipulation of arbitrary user-defined collections of graphics representations in 2D or 3D. The user may translate, zoom, rotate, and
select objects either by moving the mouse in the graphics window or by using specific widgets.
A broad range of configurable components are provided by I GUANA including:
• a startup wizard to configure an application;

• toolbars for common actions (save, print, select pointer, axes, grids, etc.);
• a multi-document interface for viewers (2D, 3D, lego, Python shell, etc.);
• customizable pull-down menus, tear-offs, and keyboard shortcuts;

• a control centre for animators, clip planes, lights, slices, view properties (perspective, orthographic, wire-frame, solid,. . . ), and camera viewpoints;
• object representation manipulators for colors, transparency, etc.; and

• a configuration parameter controller (e.g. for changing cut settings).

The desktop and web-based graphical user interface clients are provided to enable the
viewer and controllers to be integrated into a coherent end-user application. The desktop
client is a Qt-based system which runs on many flavors of the UNIX operating system as
well as the Windows and MacOS operating systems.
The web I GUANA is based on a client-server model. An I GUANA back-end server runs the
full application, which creates, manages, and renders the graphics representations. This
server produces rasterized images (e.g. jpeg or gif) which are then shipped to the client. The
client is a JavaScript component which can run in an arbitrary web browser, just by opening
the URL. The web client is particularly useful for occasional and remote users as it requires
just a URL and no local installation of CMS, I GUANA, or other external graphics software
packages. The use of the asynchronous JavaScript technique enables the client to be highly
performant such that the image in the web browser can refresh fast enough to, for example,
smoothly rotate the CMS detector in 3D.

2.10.2

CMS visualization applications

CMS visualization applications are constructed by loading a CMS-specific visualization subframework which provides communication between the CMS framework and I GUANA. The
application specific “adapters” connect the CMS data structures (provided through the CMS
framework) to the graphics representations (provided by I GUANA). The representations are
then handled by the I GUANA viewers, controllers, and desktop or web clients. The applications manifest themselves as session types of I GUANA through the mechanism of plugins. The user may run I GUANA either through a GUI or through a command line interface
for interactive or batch use; Python scripting is supported but is not yet heavily used by
CMS. These and other aspects of creating I GUANA-based applications are described in reference [61] and references therein.
The main CMS-specific visualization applications are described below, including: the interactive simulation visualization system; the detector and event display for reconstruction;
and the online event display and data quality monitoring visualization applications.
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Visualization for simulation

The CMS simulation is based on the GEANT4 toolkit as described in section 2.5. Although
GEANT4 provides some basic visualization tools, these use a pipeline model for graphics
rendering. This is unsuitable for a highly interactive application with incremental user control and rendering, which requires feedback to the original objects after, for example, their
selection with the mouse. As a result of these limitations, the integration of GEANT4 into
the CMS interactive graphical environment required some customization of a portion of the
GEANT4 visualization framework, manager and command line shell, for example to synchronize the GUI and GEANT4 threads. These features are packaged as a non-CMS-specific
optional extension to I GUANA and may be easily used to visualize any GEANT4 detector
using the full I GUANA capabilities.
The system allows users to choose which parts of the detector and event are to be visualized.
The detector structures may be viewed as a physical or logical tree, to which filters may be
applied to select volumes based on name, material or other properties. Specialized visualization modules have been written to help debug errors in the definition of the detector, such
as the display of erroneously overlapping volumes or, for example, to calculate the mass of
volumes made of a particular material. Figure 2.21 shows the CMS detector visualisation;
this particular view shows some details of the endcap muon system.

Figure 2.21: Visualization of the CSC “slice test” geometry, using I GUANA, showing the hierarchical detector tree browser, the material filter/selectors, and a 3D viewer of the detector;
2D and magnetic field views are possible but not shown here.

2.10.2.2

Event display for reconstruction

The CMS visualization for reconstruction is used for debugging detector configurations, digitizations, and the event objects created in the reconstruction such as tracks, vertices, jets, etc.
It supports different startup configurations according to specific needs of particular detector or physics groups. Applications may or may not load a selective list of plug-ins and
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different views according to the task they are to perform. The visualization application for
RECO/AOD events is similar to the full reconstruction visualization application, with the
difference that the input data collection contains reconstructed objects but no digitizations.
Figure 2.20 and figure CP 13 show typical user sessions for the CMS visualization program,
with the Qt client, used to study CMS reconstructed data.
2.10.2.3

Visualization for online / data quality monitoring

Visualization is an invaluable tool for giving rapid and intuitive feedback on the performance of the detector. Online displays include generic event displays, similar to the offline
programs, as well as more specific Data Quality Monitoring (DQM) displays which show,
for example, cell maps for specific subdetectors or histogram displays of selected quantities.
CMS is already starting to develop such displays for the Cosmic Challenge. Figure CP 14
shows one such example for the HCAL online visualization application based on recent real
cosmic muons used for debugging the CMS HCAL. It shows examples of the 2D (r-φ and
r-z) views, a 3D view, and the lego histogram view. It displays a simplified version of the
CMS detector as the tracker and ECAL have not yet been installed inside the HCAL at this
time.
Displays of various 1D and 2D histogram views are well-supported by tools such as ROOT [62]
or HippoDraw [63]. Therefore, rather than duplicate such functionality, component plug-ins
to I GUANA were created to wrap the native ROOT and HippoDraw histograms and drawing
area (canvas) such that they may be used as standard I GUANA components. In the I GUANA
Qt GUI the integration of ROOT with I GUANA is provided through the QtRoot component [64]. For the web client, I GUANA provides a means for creating a rasterized image
of the ROOT model that can then be served to the remote web client application.
As discussed in Section 2.9.4, Figure 2.19 shows the Drift Tubes DQM histogram browser
with an I GUANA-based GUI. This has a tree browser of available data sources and a set of
embedded ROOT canvas components.

2.11 Software development environment, quality assurance, and
testing
2.11.1

Description and general concept

The community of contributors to the CMS Software project is a vast and dispersed one. In
order to obtain a software cycle that converges rapidly, a basic infrastructure must be provided in order to allow the single developer to work at his/her best, and to integrate seamlessly the work of several contributors. Such infrastructure is the Software Development
Environment. Its aim is to coordinate the work of collaborators in the following areas:
• Development: provide a common development environment, a central location
for source code and documentation, coding rules and guidelines.
• Integration: provide a schema to facilitate the integration of the work of the various collaborators
• Release: devise a clear release strategy and setup convenient release procedures.
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• Distribution: provide the sources and binaries needed to install software in any if
the development and/or production centers worldwide.
• Quality assurance: keep the quality of the code under control, prevent regression,
track bugs.
• Documentation: ease the process of documenting software units and assure every
software unit is properly documented.
In the following sections we will describe in more detail how we intend to achieve these
goals.

2.11.2

Code management

In order to enable several developers to contribute to the same project, a code management
system must be available to keep old versions of source code files, keep a log of who, when,
and why changes occurred, and lastly to allow the consistent retrieval of the code from various authors. In order to make proficient use of the code management system, a set of conventions and guidelines must be established. Once the source code is conveniently managed,
the developers must be provided with a convenient build system and package management.
Additional development tool are often useful to provide high quality code: memory usage
checks, profiling, dependency analysis.
2.11.2.1

Source configuration management

The CVS system has been chosen as the source configuration management tool [65]. Despite
the fact that more modern tools exist, CVS is still highly configurable and familiar to most
developers.
The source code is structured in a series of subsystems, each consisting of one or several
packages. In order to be able to commit source code for a particular package, a developer
must be registered in the developer list for that package. Developer status for a package is
granted by the administrator of the associated subsystem. Subsystem administrators have
the right to create new packages within that subsystem. Project coordinators create subsystems and grant administrator rights.
2.11.2.2

Coding conventions

Adherence to coding conventions eases the long-term maintenance of the code base. They
improve the readability of the code and ease its use and navigation. Adherence of the code to
these conventions is guaranteed constantly by the nightly build system (see Section 2.11.2.4),
which runs the code checking tools described later in Section 2.11.2.5.
2.11.2.3

Code management tool (SCRAM)

The code management tool scram [66] is a configuration management tool, a distribution
system, a build system, and a resource manager that manages local resources and applications in a transparent way. In addition it provides a common development environment.
scram has been used successfully by the CMS collaboration for several years.
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Nightly builds

In order to allow developers to keep pace with each other without investing time in compiling large portions of code, a nightly build system is under deployment. The choice fell on a
tool already successfully used by other LHC experiments [67]. We intend to use this system
also as a quality assurance and checking tool, as it will be integrated with the tools described
in Section 2.11.2.5 and the testing and validation system described in Section 2.11.9.
2.11.2.5

Code analysis tools

When managing a large project such as the CMS Software, code analysis tools are mandatory. They ease the detection of circular dependencies, help in controlling the quality of the
code and its adherence to certain rules or standards, and provide static (configuration) and
dynamic (runtime) analysis of the project. The Ignominy suite [68] collects a number of such
tools, and is integrated with the nightly build system to keep constant surveillance of the
consistency of the code base.
2.11.2.6

Issue tracking

An issue tracking system is essential in a large, distributed project. It is a helpful tool for
users, developers and coordinators. For the user, it is a way to communicate to developers
and ask for additions, improvements, and bug fixes. For developers, it is a way to keep pace
in the development cycle. For coordinators, it is useful to see how far the project has gone
and what is missing. The tool of choice for this kind of task is the Savannah portal [69].

2.11.3

External packages

The CMS software relies on a number of external packages. Most of them are used and distributed by the LCG Application Area project. We plan however to compile and repackage all
the externals in RPM packages to be distributed with the xcmsi system (see Section 2.11.6).
This will guarantee the reproducibility of the distribution package and the installation procedure. The coherent configuration of the external tools is guaranteed by the configuration
management and build system discussed in Section 2.11.2.3.

2.11.4

Platforms and compilers

Currently, the CMS software supports only one platform. Every effort will be made to
support multiple platforms, the next candidates being the Linux operating system on the
AMD64/IA64 platform and the MacOS operating system. The nightly build machinery will
help in building on several platforms simultaneously.

2.11.5

Releases and release strategy

The CMSSW release strategy is being optimized to allow the developers to easily follow
the fast development track and cope with the tight release schedule [70]. This strategy is
described in detail in [71].
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When in production, we plan to distinguish between development releases and production
releases. The first will be issued every two weeks, and it will be required to pass a reduced
set of testing and validation checks. The latter will be issued in view of production, analysis
or data taking/monitoring needs, and will undergo an extended set of validation checks.
Development and production releases will both be associated with a clear workplan in the
sense that, for every release, we will plan in advance the features that are expected to be
added to the system. The Savannah [69] issue tracking system will help the developer to
focus on the items required for the next release.
2.11.5.1

Development and release cycle

During the normal development cycle, developers take care of the issues assigned to them
in the savannah system. Near the time of a scheduled release, each package administrator
reviews the goals for that release. At that time, package administrators are requested to
publish a tag for the package they are responsible for. The release manager will collect the
tags for a given release and provide a deadline. Tags published after that deadline will
not be considered for the current release. The release manager will use the tag collector
(Section 2.11.5.2) to decide which tags will actually be used for the open release. To ensure
consistency of the code, the nightly build system (Section 2.11.2.4) will periodically compile
and test the latest published tags, therefore preventing problems from arising at a delicate
time such as the build of a release.
2.11.5.2

Tag collector

The tag collector is essentially a web interface to the release management. Package administrators use it to submit tags for a particular release or for the main development stream
(nightly build). Release coordinators use it to configure the release by choosing the package
versions and checking out a particular version of the code base. We plan to use a modified
version of the Web-SRT system previously adopted by the BaBar experiment [72].

2.11.6

Code distribution

For data analysis and user code development in the CMS collaboration, it is important to
have an efficient procedure to distribute, install, and update the centrally maintained software. In our case, the aim is to be able to install the CMS software on systems ranging from
physicists’ notebook computers up to local computing clusters and Grid-enabled clusters.
The solution to this problem is a set of two tools: the first one is RpmGen, a Perl script for
the automated generation of RPM packages3 , and the second one is xcmsi[73], a tool written in Perl and Perl/Tk, to facilitate the installation, update, and verification of the software
included in the RPM packages.
The basic development, the compilation, and the final testing of the CMS software is done
centrally at CERN. The CMS software installation comprises experiment-specific programs
of the CMS collaboration, common LCG projects[34], and CMS-specific installations of other
external programs. Because of the external components which are usually not installed everywhere and since the compilation of the whole source code is very time consuming, the
best way is to prepare packages containing readily compiled binaries.
3

Named after the RedHat package manager.
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Concerning the generation of RPM packages with RpmGen, two classes of packages are differentiated: software projects and tools. Software projects are managed by scram and have
to be registered in a local scram database during the installation. Software projects are split
into three kinds of packages: source code, documentation, and platform-specific binaries.
The tools do not need any special treatment during the installation, their packages usually
contain platform-specific binaries only. All packages are built from the central installation
at CERN and contain all necessary dependency information and pre- and post-installation
scripts, if necessary.
Xcmsi eases the installation of the entire CMS software or selected parts of it on a given
computing resource. It provides a graphical user interface for a user-friendly configuration,
installation, update, and verification of the software as well as command line tools for batch
mode installation, update, and verification. Furthermore the creation and submission of
an installation job via LCG2 is supported. Xcmsi was designed to allow the installation of
the software on different platforms in an arbitrary directory without root privileges. The
configuration file for xcmsi is also used to set the CMS environment for users.
RpmGen/xcmsi has proven to be a reliable and flexible solution to the problem of software
distribution and installation. Up to now, RpmGen was used to build around 1000 RPM
packages for nearly 240 different CMS projects and versions. Xcmsi is frequently and widely
used for around 40 network-based installations of parts of the CMS software per day on
nearly 200 sites in 36 countries.

2.11.7

Documentation

Documentation is essential in any software project. We intend to pursue extensive documentation of the system in the following ways:
• User Manuals.

• Reference Manuals (automatically generated with the doxygen tool). These are
generated from the source code and require the discipline from the developers to
document the code as they are writing it.
• Web pages and “howtos.”

2.11.8

User support and mailing lists

We envisage to provide user support through two main channels:
• Issue tracking system, for bug reports and requests for enhancements.

• Mailing lists, for a more human-like support, as in the case of advice, rationales,
etc.

2.11.9

Software testing and validation

2.11.9.1

Description and general concept

In a large project such as the CMS software system, testing and validation are essential,
indispensable steps in the development cycle. With this in mind, we anticipate that our code
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can be divided into 2 main categories: infrastructural code and physics code. Infrastractural
code is suited for unit testing. Physics code is suited for validation.
A unit test is a method of testing the correctness of a particular module of source code. The
idea is to write test cases for every non-trivial function or method in the module, so that each
test case is separate from the others if possible. In this scenario, a bug is due to the absence of
the test case that checks the correctness of the corresponding code. When a bug is found, the
corresponding test should be added in order to prevent regression and check that the correct
fix was provided. Among the benefits of unit testing are the following [74]:
• Allows painless refactoring and prevents regression. A unit test provides a written contract of what a particular code unit will do. Programmers can refactor,
optimize and simplify the code, and test that it still does what it was expected to
do.
• Simplifies integration. Unit testing helps eliminate uncertainty in the pieces themselves and can be used in a bottom-up testing style approach. Testing the parts of
a program first and then testing the sum of its parts will make integration testing
easier.
• Simplifies collaboration. Each developer can make sure his changes do not break
the code from another developer by running unit tests.
• Documents the code. Unit testing provides a sort of ”living document” for the
class being tested. Clients wanting to learn how to use the class can look at the
unit tests to determine how to use the class to fit their needs.
Not every portion of code in the CMS software project is suited for unit testing. We can
take the case of a tracking algorithm: there is no single correct answer when reconstructing
a track. The goodness of a tracking algorithm when compared to another can be estimated,
for instance, from their resolution. In this case, we don’t need to test that the functionality of
a code unit is the expected one, but rather we need to check the quality of the result. This is
where validation comes in place: the developer can compare the result of his algorithm with
a reference one, and make sure the resolution is maintained above a certain standard.
Use of unit testing and validation simplifies the release procedure. The release manager can
detect early if a release is consistent by running unit and acceptance tests.
Unit and acceptance testing are an essential component of the Quality Assurance program.
2.11.9.2

Testing framework

It is convenient for developers to write unit tests in a uniform way and have an error reporting system. CppUnit [75] is the testing framework of choice for LCG. For every failing test
case, the CppUnit framework reports the line of code where the failure occured and the code
that failed, making it easy to detect problems.
The CMS policy is to have a CppUnit test for every class that deserves one. In particular,
code units related to framework and services should have a unit test. A dedicated build
target allows us to run all the unit tests and inspect their output.
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Test coverage

We plan to use test coverage tools to find out which parts of the code are covered by unit
tests. This will also help in assessing some basic performance statistics, such as:
• how often each line of code executes

• what lines of code are actually executed

• how much computing time each section of code uses

For this purpose, we will use the lcov testing suite, which is supported by LCG [76].
2.11.9.4

Physics validation

As mentioned earlier, validation of physics related code requires a different approach. Monte
Carlo simulations which include the detector simulation, digitization, and the physics object
reconstruction are a critical component of physics analysis. The validation of the simulation sofware is therefore essential to guarantee the quality and accuracy of the Monte Carlo
samples. CMS is developing a simulation validation suite consisting of a set of packages associated with the different subdetector systems: tracker, electromagnetic calorimeter, hadron
calorimeter, and muon detector. The suite also contains packages to verify detector geometry parameters and the magnetic field. The simulation validation suite uses the OVAL [77]
software to control the execution of the packages as well as the comparison tests and “difference” analysis. Each package consists of one or more tests running on single-particle or
collider samples, producing distributions of validation quantities which are checked against
reference values, using either χ2 or Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests. The tests are performed at
different levels or modes, verifying different components from basic objects such as “hits”
to more complex physics quantities such as resolutions and shower profiles, depending on
whether the validation is performed on pre-release, regular release, or production software.
“digis” and reconstructed physics objects such as electrons, photons, muons, and jets will be
incorporated into the validation process in the near future.

